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Meaning
Automatic Brake Test
Alstom
Automatic Train Protection
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Brake System Management
Bombardier Transport
Construcciones y Auxiliar de Ferrocarriles
Condition Based Maintenance
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CONNECTA
Driver Brake Valve
Emergency Brake
Electronic Control
Eddy Current Brake
Emergency Brake integrated Control Unit
Electro-Dynamic
Electronic Distributor Valve
Electric Multiple Unit
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Electro-Pneumatic
European Rail Traffic Management System
Service Brake Electronic Control Unit
European Train Control System
European Union
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Faiveley Transport Italy
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Acronyms
PHA
RAMS
S4R
SB
SIE
SIL
SNCF
SW
TCMS
TCN
TCU
THR
TSI
UIC
WP
WSP

Meaning
Preliminary Hazard Analysis
Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, Safety
Safe For Rail open call project complementary to CTA.
Service Brake
Siemens Transport
Safety Integrity Level
Société Nationale des Chemins de fer Français
Software
Train Control and Management System
Train Communication Network
Traction Control Unit
Tolerable Hazard Rate
Technical Specifications for Interoperability
Union International Chemins de Fer
Work Package
Wheel Slide Protection
Table 2 - Acronyms

Definitions:
Term
System
Subsystem
System Functions
Sub Function
Safety Function
Functional Requirement

Non-Functional
Requirement

Consist

Definition
A system is a set of interacting or interdependent units of a whole.
System boundaries define the scope of the system.
Every system can be decomposed into several subsystems.
Are “end-to-end” functions spanning from one point at the system
border to another point of the system border
Every system function can be decomposed into several subsystems
function
Contributes to one or more safety barriers to ensure safety
They define specific behaviour or functions. They define what a
system is supposed to do and how a system is supposed to be. They
are usually in the form of "system shall do <requirement>"
This is a requirement that specifies criteria that can be used to judge
the operation of a system, rather than specific behaviours. are in the
form of "system shall be <requirement>". They describe the usability,
reliability and maintainability.
Single vehicle or a group of vehicles which are not separated during
normal operation.
Table 3 – Definitions
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document defines the functional requirements of the innovative solution identified in document
REF.1 “D5.1 - System Brakes Architecture Report” which electronic control shall be developed in
the next phase “T5.4 - Sub System HW&SW Design and feasibility:


Chapters 2 and 3 remind the objectives of the Shift2Rail, and describe in which way the
innovative solution for brake systems proposed in REF.1 “D5.1 - System Brakes
Architecture Report”, named “Electronic Distributor Valve” (EDV), contributes in achieving
above mentioned objectives.



Chapter 4 to Error! Reference source not found. develop the first step of the top down
process developing the demonstrator of EDV: functional brake system view. In line with the
Task 5.2 objectives, brake system functional requirements at which the EDV shall refer are
identified. The next steps of the top-down process (architectural view and technical view)
will be the goal of the phase “T5.4 - Sub System HW&SW Design and feasibility” and
connected document D5.4.
Chapter 4 justifies the revision to the conventional brake system functional structure
identified in REF.1, presents the new functional structure including the innovative
functionalities by the use of EDV and identify the brake system sub-functions which are
considered scope of the EDV.
Chapter 5 indicate the reference consist and train configurations to be considered in the
next step of the top down process.
Chapter 6 presents the requirements definition methodology and deploy the requirements.
The references to normative, standards are considered and assumptions done described.
Chapter Error! Reference source not found. resume the result of the work done in
chapter 4 to 6



Chapter 7 provides a short outlook about the use of this document contents in the next
WP5 Task 5.4 “Sub System HW&SW Design and feasibility” that, starting from the
proposed functional requirements and safety requirements of D5.3, will define a reference
architecture for EDV and will develop it.
Chapter 7 breifly describe also the main outputs to the other WP of CTA related to TCMS or
other technical systems.



Chapter 8 reports the main outcome of the document
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2 INTRODUCTION
CONNECTA is part of EU’s programme for research and innovation (R&I), Horizon 2020, started in
2014 will run till 2020. CTA will contribute to the "Smart, green and integrated transport" challenge,
one of the 8 Societal Challenges identified under H2020, and reflecting the Union's "Europe 2020"
strategy.
CONNECTA WP5 answers the S2R-IP1-CFM-02-2016 call under the Shift2Rail umbrella, WP5
belongs to the so called Technical Demonstrator 1.5 (TD1.5) – Next Generation Brake System.
This means that the project shall contribute to the overall goals of Shift2Rail, namely by:
(1) Cutting the life-cycle costs of railway transport by as much as 50%;
(2) Doubling railway capacity;
(3) Increasing reliability and punctuality by as much as 50%.
It is part of a larger work programme described by the Multi-Annual Action Plan (MAAP), which will
continue until 2022.
The objectives of CONNECTA Work Package 5 (WP5) set and declared in the Grant Agreement
are:
(1) Performance improvement in safety relevant braking functions resulting in
optimisation of the braking distances in safety braking.
(2) On board system optimisation, reducing the number of sophisticated pneumatic
components, improving overall LCC.
(3) Use of communication standards carrying high SIL related information coordinated
with other TCM WPs.
(4) Validation of non-railway EN standards to be used in railways safety related
application.
In document REF.1 “D5.1 - System Brakes Architecture Report” at §3.6 three possible evolution of
conventional brake system sub-function EB4 -Emergency Local brake force generation are
described, all based on high safety electronic control solutions and providing improvements on
performance and LCC.
All the CONNECTA WP5 stakeholders agreed to focus on the development of the solution
described in § 3.6.4 “High Safety Electronic Cylinder Pressure Generation and Electric Brake in
Emergency”.
The solution there described is composed of two main devices, one generating the cylinder
pressure (integrating the EBCU and the E-SBCU) and the other one reading the Electro-dynamic
brake effort (this device is named TORQ in REF.1).
The decision is to develop the device integrating EBCU and E-SBCU that from is named
Electronic Distributor Valve (EDV).
Additionally it is decided to include the WSP function in EDV to reach the highest level of
integration.

CTA-T5.2-D-FTI-003-03
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This Deliverable ‘System Requirements’ has the main goal to provide the functional requirements
for the Electronic Distributor Valve (EDV).
The requirements of all the other brake system sub-functions are defined as much as necessary to
provide a whole brake system functional view and to describe the interface with EDV subfunctions. Interface information exchanged between the different sub-functions of the brake system
are then specified, in line with the task objectives.
Requirements definition activity is done in collaboration with WP4 of GA730830 - Safe4Rail , which
is developing in parallel to CONNECTA WP5 the concept of an electronic control of the brake
system using the innovative TCMS platform developed by Safe4Rail open call.
The task “T5.2 - System Functions fit to be demonstrated” objectives are satisfied as follow:
1) “Functions for train demonstrators are selected and analysed”
This objective is reached by the definition of the EDV functional requirements
2) “Define architectures and common requirements concerning functions and interfaces
through system requirements specifications”
The brake system functional architecture is defined and described by the brake system functional
requirements definition, covering all the brake system functionalities, from brake command
generation to force application. Among them the EDV requirements are identified and developed
more in detail. Interface information between different brake system sub-functions and with other
technical systems are identified.
3) “Definition of communication based on Ethernet protocol, safety data encapsulation and
related software management according to expected SIL3-SIL4 (WP1 to WP4).”
The communication technical solution definition is part of other WPs, which become an input for
WP5 in the further development of the technical solution.
4) “System architectures description, safety analysis to be deployed”
The reference brake system and EDV architecture definition is demanded at the Subsystem
Specification of next task “T5.4 - Sub System HW&SW Design and feasibility”.
Safety analysis is intended part of task T5.3 “Assessment” which is a task covering the whole WP5
execution

Note1: only functional requirements will be defined in this document, architectural and technical ones will be
scope of task 5.4
Note2: the TORQ device detecting the real application of the ED brake force will not be developed in the
frame of the WP5. Anyway, this document defines the characteristics of interface signal expected by this
device.
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Note3: the definition of the bogie device to detect the load signal is not scope of this document. Anyway, this
document consider that the load signal is given by suspension pressure signal because it is the conventional
way to detect the weight of a car on existing trains.
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3 ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR VALVE IMPROVEMENTS
The goal of this chapter is to analyse and quantify when possible the advantages given by the
main improvements introduced by EDV concept and identify any general requirements for EDV
necessary to guarantee this advantages. These general requirements will be part of the references
for the requirements definition of § 6.
The main improvements introduced by the EDV concept are:
i.

Safe bus/safety loop emergency brake command (no brake pipe)

ii.

Replacement of pneumatic components (distributor, EP modules, switch-over
valves, relay valve - load dependent or not load dependent, etc) with less and
simpler electronically controlled pneumatic devices, performing both service and
emergency brake.

iii.

Safe electronic continuous regulation of the adhesion dependent friction braking
force.

iv.

Safe electronic detection of the load and safe force load dependency of the braking
force

v.

Accuracy of the cylinder pressure, with possibility to compensate drifting linked to
temperature influence and components degradation

In the following chapters linked advantages are described:
-

Space and weight optimization

-

LCC reduction

-

Emergency brake performances

-

Train speed control

-

Commissioning/Tuning activities

CTA-T5.2-D-FTI-003-03
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3.1 SPACE AND WEIGHT OPTIMIZATION
The improvement about space and weight is evident looking to REF.1 §3.4.6 list of devices
performing the blending functions SB3, SB5 and EB4 in conventional trains, and selecting the ones
controlling friction brake :

Conventional train
 Brake cylinders
 Relays valves, load or not load
dependent, single or double stage
 Load valve
 Load averaging valve
 Distributor
 Interlock valve
 Double stage valves
 Direct brake control electropneumatic panel (brake and release
valves, pressure regulator)
 Safety valve
 Isolation cocks
 Air suspension pressure sensors
 Safety loop
 BCUs
 WSP-CU
 Brake communication bus

EDV innovative solution
 YES, possible less
 YES, simplified (no load dependent,
single stage)
 NO, loading is done by electronic control
 NO, loading is done by electronic control
 NO, replaced by brake/release valves
 NO, replaced by brake/release valves
 NO, replaced by brake/release valves
 YES









NO, replaced by brake/release valves
YES
YES
NO, replaced by safe bus information
YES, with high SIL
NO, integrated in BCU
YES, able to transmit safe bus signals

Table 4 – Conventional train brake system / EDV solution comparison

Most of removed devices are pneumatic components with relevant weight and envelope, which are
totally replaced by smaller and lighter devices, often already existing (direct brake(release valves).
Additionally the standard BCU normally used in conventional train is a rack or integrated electronic
board. Now it would be an integrated electronics board only, with reduced volume.

3.2 LCC REDUCTION
The above list of removed components provide an idea of the possible cost reduction due to the
smaller number of devices to be purchased, controlled, repaired or replaced in case of
corrective/preventive maintenance activities.
Additionally LCC reduction is consequence of the reduced use of friction brake thanks to
maximization of ED brake capacity which at certain condition can allow to reduce the number of
disc/pads and their wear (see chapter 3.3.4).
Furthermore a benefit of the EDV on overall train LCC is the possibility to improve the train
operability thanks to reduction of the guaranteed braking distances.
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In the next phase “T5.4 - Sub System HW&SW Design and feasibility” defining the EDV subsystem specification, the LCC target will be fixed as non-functional requirement based on actual
high speed train LCC of components which EDV is going to replace.

3.3 EMERGENCY BRAKE PERFORMANCES IMPROVEMENTS
Electronic control of train load and of emergency brake forces permit adhesion and energy
distribution optimization, opening following possibilities:
-

Reduced braking distances in nominal condition of high speed trains (v> 250 km/h) thanks to
a use of the maximum adhesion speed dependent limit defined in TSI.

-

Reduced energy to the friction pair:
-

in case of availability of TORQ device measuring in a safe way the actual dynamic brake
force applied, it is possible to use the dynamic brake in emergency, reducing
significantly the energy to the disc during emergency.

-

in case of safe dynamic brake sub-system the number of friction brake actuators and
friction pairs can be reduced.

The emergency brake performance improvements analysis is done by following steps:
1) Dimensioning criteria summary
2) Train theoretical model definition, providing the formulas of the train braking distances and
energy in charge of adhesion dependent brake forces.
3) Calculation of the maximum improvements in braking distance given by continues
regulation of adhesion dependent brake forces to the maximum level allowed by adhesion
limit.
4) Calculation of the possibilities of energy reduction on friction pair given by the use of
dynamic brake in emergency
5) Improvements opportunities on emergency brake braking distance and energy distribution
given by new safe electronic control of emergency brake.

3.3.1 Brake system dimensioning
Brake system dimensioning has the goal to identify the limits at which the actuators and control
design shall be targeted to permit the fulfilment of the requested performances.
The dimensioning principles are:
-

Maximum used adhesion:
The adhesion limits are clearly fixed by TSI. In the reality the maximum available adhesion can
be higher, but the limits prevent a too high over dimensioning of the brake system bringing to
an excessive use of the wheel slide protection system during operation. The adhesion limit
fixes the limit to the total force of adhesion dependent brakes (friction + dynamic).

-

Nominal stopping distance (or braking power):
Nominal stopping distance (or braking power) is a requirement of the customer. Shorter is the
braking distance (or higher is the braking power) closer the trains can run, increasing the
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capacity of the railway net. The way to calculate the stopping distance / braking power is fixed
by EN14531-1 and UIC544-1. The split between the different types of brakes of the total
braking force necessary to reach the customer requirement follows functional, logical,
technical and economical evaluations and is strictly linked to adhesion and thermal
dimensioning.
-

Thermal dimensioning
TSI remarks the importance of the correct dimensioning of the capacity to dissipate the kinetic
energy. TSI fix in § 4.2.4.5.4 the following cases as dimensioning conditions:


2 successive emergency brake applications from the maximum speed on level
track for the load condition maximum braking load



Constant speed regulation on a certain slope with associated length of the line for
the load condition maximum braking load (conventional and high speed reference
case are suggested)

In addition to this two extreme case, the dimensioning shall guarantee also:


During normal operation the service and emergency brake dissipate the braking
energy with the worst mission profile possible during operation, at maximum load
(number of braking, interval between braking, slope of the line during braking,
maximum initial speed of each braking, etc to be defined). This must be guaranteed
both in nominal and degraded condition (to be defined)

This thermal dimensioning shall be done for every type of brake (dynamic or friction, adhesion
dependent or not adhesion dependent)
The above 3 dimensioning principle are the starting point to define any architecture and technical
solution of the brake system of a train.
Once developed the brake system based on above dimensioning principle it shall be possible to
define the brake system model of the ATP sub-system, which provide the so called “Train
guaranteed performances”.
This model is defined by several parameters (minimum deceleration, dead time, traction cut off
time, etc). Nominal and degraded condition which could happened after the triggering of the brake
by the signalling system must be considered in defining the parameters (low wheel rail adhesion,
worst single failure effect, reduced braking forces due to environmental condition or operative
condition, etc). The signalling brake model parameters definition is done by using the result of
calculations, type test results and safety analysis of brake system (FMECA, HA, etc).
Dimensioning drive the technical decisions (choice of components, materials, technical solutions),
and fix constraint on the energy distribution sub-functions (blending) for example limiting the speed
when the condition to guarantee energy dissipation is no more guaranteed or limiting the use of a
certain type of brake depending from the speed or other conditions
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3.3.2 Train reference model
3.3.2.1 Brake model hypothesis
The braking dynamics and kinematics of the train model is defined based on the following
hypothesis:
1. No running resistance force, to simplify the model
2. Only adhesion dependent brake applied (because EDV operate on adhesion dependent
friction force and the goal is to evaluate the improvement respect the conventional train of
this type of brake)
3. Maximum adhesion limit according TSI
4. Maximum speed 350 km/h, according TSI
It is supposed to have a train composed of n cars, each of them with a static mass Mst,i, with a
braking force at the rail Fad,i.

v

Mst,1

Mst,2

…

Mst,i

…

Mst,n

Fad,i – adhesion dependent braking forces at the rail

Figure 1 – Train braking model

The rotating masses can be considered as a parallel dynamic model with its how masses Mrot,i and
braking forces Frot,i, not transmitted to the rail.

v

Mrot,1

Mrot,2

…

Mrot,i

…

Mrot,n

Frot,i - braking forces of the cars rotating masses
Figure 2 – Rotating mass braking model

3.3.2.2 Forces, instantaneous deceleration and adhesion formulas
The total braking forces are
(1)
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(2)
(3)

𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑖 )

𝐹𝐵𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐹𝑎𝑑,𝑡𝑜𝑡 + 𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡

The total masses are
(4)

𝑀𝑠𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑀𝑠𝑡,𝑖

(5)

𝑀𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑀𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑖

( 6 ) 𝑀𝑒𝑞,𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑀𝑠𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡 + 𝑀𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡
Based on above the instantaneous deceleration of the train is defined by following formulas:
(7)

𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡 =

(8)

(9)

𝐹𝑎𝑑,𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑀𝑠𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡 =

𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡 =

𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑀𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝐹𝐵,𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑀𝑒𝑞,𝑡𝑜𝑡

The limit on adhesion provide a constraint on local 𝐹𝑎𝑑,𝑖 :
( 10 ) 𝐹𝑎𝑑𝑀𝐴𝑋,𝑖 = 𝑀𝑠𝑡,𝑖 𝑓(𝑣)𝑔
Where
𝑓(𝑣) is the maximum permitted adhesion;
𝑔 is the gravity acceleration;

TSI limit the adhesion as follow:
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The maximum value 𝑓𝑣0 is than 0,13 or 0,15 till 𝑣0 = 250 km/h and decline linearly to 𝑓𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋 =
0,08÷0,10 at 𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋 = 350 km/h.
The formula of the maximum adhesion is then
( 11 ) 𝑓𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑣) = 𝑓𝑣0
( 12 ) 𝑓𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑣) = 𝑓𝑣0 +

( 𝑓𝑣0 −𝑓𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋 )
(𝑣0 −𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋 )

0 < 𝑣 ≤ 𝑣0

(𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋 − 𝑣)

𝑣0 < 𝑣 ≤ 𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋

Based on above formulas the train maximum instantaneous deceleration achievable by
adhesion dependent forces is
( 13 ) 𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑣) = 𝑓𝑣0 𝑔 = 𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋0
( 14 ) 𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑣) = [ 𝑓𝑣0 +

( 𝑓𝑣0 −𝑓𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋 )
(𝑣0 −𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋 )

0 < 𝑣 ≤ 𝑣0

(𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋 − 𝑣)] 𝑔

𝑣0 < 𝑣 ≤ 𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋

Considering the TSI values
𝑓𝑣0 = 0,15
𝑓𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋 = 0,10
𝑣0 = 250 𝑘𝑚/ℎ
𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋 = 350 𝑘𝑚/ℎ
the maximum instantaneous deceleration permitted by adhesion limits is
( 15 ) 𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋0 = 1,4715
( 16 ) 𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑣) = 2,698 − 0,004905𝑣
( 17 ) 𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑣) = 2,698 − 0,017658 𝑣

0 < 𝑣 ≤ 250

𝑘𝑚
ℎ

250 < 𝑣 ≤ 350
250
3,6

<𝑣≤

𝑘𝑚
ℎ

350 𝑚
3,6 𝑠

The formulas (8) can be also written
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( 18 ) 𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑣) = 𝑘1 − 𝑘2 ∗ 𝑣
Where
𝑘1 = 2,698

𝑚
𝑠2

𝑘2 = 0,017658 𝑠 −1
As a consequence, the maximum adhesion dependent force which can be applied at the rail is
( 19 ) 𝐹𝑎𝑑,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑀𝐴𝑋 = 𝑀𝑠𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡 𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋0 = 𝑀𝑠𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑣0 𝑔
And the maximum total braking force is
( 20 ) 𝐹𝐵𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑀𝐴𝑋 = 𝑀𝑒𝑞,𝑡𝑜𝑡 𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋0 = 𝑀𝑒𝑞,𝑡𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑣0 𝑔

3.3.2.3 Train braking distance formulas
The braking distance is the space run by the train in a speed interval during which a brake force is
applied. The stopping distance is the space run from the triggering of the brake to the stop of the
train.
The general formula of the braking distance for a mass having different constant deceleration in
different speed intervals is:
( 21 ) 𝑆0 =

(𝑣0 )2 − (𝑣1 )2
2𝑎0

+

(𝑣1 )2 − (𝑣2 )2
2𝑎1

+

(𝑣2 )2
2𝑎2

𝑎0 deceleration in speed interval 𝑣0 − 𝑣1
𝑎1 deceleration in speed interval 𝑣1 − 𝑣2
𝑎2 deceleration in speed interval 𝑣2 − 0
The minimum braking distance permitted by the adhesion limit is then the braking distance
measured from the initial speed to stop of the train considering the maximum instantaneous
deceleration permitted by the adhesion.
The braking distance 𝑆0 with constant deceleration 𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋0 from the initial speed 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣0 is:
( 22 ) 𝑆0 = 2𝑎

𝑣𝑖𝑛 2

0 < 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣0

𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋0

The braking distance S1 in the speed interval with linearly variable deceleration 𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑣) from the
initial speed 𝑣𝑖𝑛 to the speed 𝑣0 is:
𝑣

( 23 ) 𝑆1 = ∫𝑣 0

𝑖𝑛

𝑣
𝑑𝑣
𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑣)

Where :
( 24 ) 𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑣) = 𝑘1 − 𝑘2 ∗ 𝑣
The total braking distance is, resolving the integral of S1 ,
( 25 ) 𝑆𝑜 + 𝑆1 =

𝑣0 2
2𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋0

𝑣

𝑘

𝑣

𝑘

+ (−𝑘0 − 𝑘 12 ∗ 𝑙𝑛|𝑘1 − 𝑘2 𝑣0 |) − (−𝑘1 − 𝑘 12 ∗ 𝑙𝑛|𝑘1 − 𝑘2 𝑣𝑖𝑛 |)
2

2

2

2

𝑣0 < 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋
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3.3.2.4 Train Braking energy formulas
In service and emergency brake the adhesion dependent forces are of two type:
 Dynamic brake force (wear-less and with possible energy recovery)
 Friction brake force (energy dissipation)
The dynamic brake force permits to transform the kinetic energy of the train into electric energy,
with great advantages in terms of costs, environment protection. If used in emergency brake the
dynamic brake force shall be able to dissipate the energy into heat by braking resistors, to
guarantee the application of the force also in case the catenary cannot receive the energy (for
voltage limitation, harmonics protection or catenary interruption).
The friction brake has intrinsically consumable parts (disc and pads) and dissipates the kinetic
energy into heat transmitted to the discs or wheel and by them to the environment.
a) Dynamic brake energy
Examples of adhesion dependent dynamic brake characteristic are represented in the next figures.

𝑣𝐸𝑃
Figure 3 – Example of electrodinamic brake characteristic

𝑣𝐸𝑃
Figure 4 – Example of fluid retarder brake characteristics
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Dynamic brake characteristic can be simplified in a constant maximum value from a certain speed
to 0 km/h (limited by mechanical dimensioning of the system or adhesion) and an equi-power curve
for higher speed (limited by power/thermal dimensioning of the system). The simplified formula for
dynamic brake is the following:
( 26 ) 𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛 = 𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛,𝑀𝐴𝑋
( 27 ) 𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛 =
Where:
𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛,𝑀𝐴𝑋
𝑃𝑑𝑦𝑛,𝑀𝐴𝑋

0 ≤ 𝑣 ≤ 𝑣𝐸𝑃

𝑃𝑑𝑦𝑛,𝑀𝐴𝑋

𝑣𝐸𝑃 < 𝑣 ≤ 𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋

𝑣

maximum dynamic brake force
maximum dynamic brake power

𝑃

𝑣𝐸𝑃 = 𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛,𝑀𝐴𝑋 speed at which start the equi-power curve
𝑑𝑦𝑛,𝑀𝐴𝑋

Note: the speed 𝑣𝐸𝑃 is always lower than the speed 𝑣0 = 250 𝑘𝑚/ℎ at which the adhesion start to decrease, due to
evident limits in power dimensioning of the dynamic braking system

The kinetic energy of the train to be transformed during braking is given by the formula
1

( 28 ) 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 2 𝑀𝑒𝑞,𝑡𝑜𝑡 𝑣𝑖𝑛 2
Where 𝑣𝑖𝑛 is the initial speed.

The energy 𝐸𝑑𝑦𝑛,0 which is managed by the dynamic brake at train level during a train stopping
with constant deceleration 𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋0 from the initial speed 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣𝐸𝑃 is:
( 29 ) 𝐸𝑑𝑦𝑛,0 = 𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛,𝑀𝐴𝑋 𝑆0

0 < 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣𝐸𝑃

The energy 𝐸𝑑𝑦𝑛,1 which is managed by the dynamic brake in the speed interval 𝑣𝐸𝑃 < 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋
is
𝑣

( 30 ) 𝐸𝑑𝑦𝑛,1 = ∫𝑣 𝐸𝑃

𝑃𝑑𝑦𝑛,𝑀𝐴𝑋
𝑣

𝑖𝑛

( 31 ) 𝑑𝑠 =
( 32 ) 𝑑𝑠 = 𝑎

𝑑𝑠

𝑣𝐸𝑃 < 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋

𝑣
𝑑𝑣
𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋0
𝑣

𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑣)

𝑑𝑣

𝑣𝐸𝑃 < 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣0
𝑣0 < 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋

Where ( 24 ) 𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑣) = 𝑘1 − 𝑘2 ∗ 𝑣

If it is considered that:
( 33 ) 𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛,𝑀𝐴𝑋 = 𝑥𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛 𝐹𝐵𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋
Where
𝑥𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛 < 1
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It is possible to define 𝑃𝑑𝑦𝑛,𝑀𝐴𝑋 as function of 𝑣𝐸𝑃 and maximum adhesion parameters
( 34 ) 𝑃𝑑𝑦𝑛,𝑀𝐴𝑋 = 𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛,𝑀𝐴𝑋 𝑣𝐸𝑃 = 𝑥𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛 𝐹𝐵𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋 𝑣𝐸𝑃 = 𝑥𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛 𝑀𝑒𝑞,𝑡𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑣0 𝑔𝑣𝐸𝑃
The energy managed by dynamic brake in case of maximum deceleration limited by adhesion by
following is given by the following formulas

( 35 ) 𝐸𝑑𝑦𝑛 =
( 36 ) 𝐸𝑑𝑦𝑛 =

𝑥𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛 𝑀𝑒𝑞,𝑡𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑣0 𝑔 𝑣 2
𝑖𝑛
𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋0
2

𝑥𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛 𝑀𝑒𝑞,𝑡𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑣0 𝑔𝑣𝐸𝑃
𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋0

(𝑣𝑖𝑛 −

0 < 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣𝐸𝑃
𝑣𝐸𝑃
)
2

𝑣𝐸𝑃 < 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣0

( 37 )
𝑣
(𝑣0 − 𝐸𝑃
)
2

𝐸𝑑𝑦𝑛 = 𝑥𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛 𝑀𝑒𝑞,𝑡𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑣0 𝑔𝑣𝐸𝑃 [ 𝑎

𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋0

+

1
(𝑙𝑛|𝑘1
𝑘2

− 𝑘2 𝑣0 | − 𝑙𝑛|𝑘1 − 𝑘2 𝑣𝑖𝑛 |)] 𝑣0 < 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋

The difference between the total energy and the energy managed by dynamic brake is in charge of
the friction brake
( 38 ) 𝐸𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐 = 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 − 𝐸𝑑𝑦𝑛

3.3.3 Improvements on braking distances
High speed conventional trains manage the decreasing of adhesion limits at high speed by
application of steps of braking forces depending from the speed.
Note: These steps have also the goal to limit the braking power applied at the disc, reducing the temperature peaks. This
aspect will be analysed in the next point.

The braking distances reachable by step brake forces respecting the adhesion limit are depending
from the speed threshold of the braking steps.
If it is supposed to have a first step at 250 km/h, applying a braking force with adhesion of 0,125
between 250 and 300 km/h, and a second step applying a braking force with adhesion of 0,10
between 300 and 350 km/h, the distances from initial speed to stop can be calculated with the
following formulas:
(

𝑆0 = 2𝑎

𝑣 2
300 2
) −( )
3,6
3,6

𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋350−300

(

𝑆0 = 2𝑎
𝑆0 = 2𝑎

𝑣 2
250 2
) −( )
3,6
3,6

𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋300−250

(

(

300 2
250 2
) −( )
3,6
3,6

+ 2𝑎
+ 2𝑎

𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋300−250

(

+ 2𝑎

(

250 2
)
3,6

𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋250−0

250 2
)
3,6

300 km/h ≤ v < 250 km/h

𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋250−0

𝑣 2
)
3,6

v ≤ 250 km/h

𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋250−0
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The minimum braking distances are the ones of a train able to follow at any speed the maximum
adhesion curve.
The minimum braking distance is given by formulas in §3.3.2.3 with parameters calculated using
the TSI limits:
𝑚
𝑘1 = 2,698 2
𝑠
𝑘2 = 0,017658 𝑠 −1
𝑚
𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋 = 350/3,6
𝑠
𝑚
𝑣0 = 250/3,6
𝑠
Summarizing:
Minimum
braking
distance
[m]
3574

Braking
distance
improvement

[km/h]
350

Conventional
train braking
distance
[m]
3782

300

2504

2430

74

230

1639

1639

0

200

1049

1049

0

160

671

671

0

120

378

378

0

100

262

262

0

Initial speed

208

Table 5 –Braking distances improvement

It must be also noted that on conventional train the “guaranteed stopping distances” are evaluated
taking into account the lower braking force guaranteed by the pneumatic system (lower tolerance
value). The closed loop electronic control permit a greater accuracy in the regulation of the brake
forces, giving, also at same nominal condition, improvements of the guaranteed stopping distances
thanks to smaller tolerance guaranteed in the whole temperature range.

3.3.4 Improvements on energy distribution
Managing of the energy is an important aspect considering the amount of energy that is
transformed during braking.
Note: a 32 axles train, with a mass per axle of 16 tons, at maximum speed of 350 km/h has a kinematic energy of about
2420 MJ. The same train at 160 km/h has a kinematic energy of about 505 MJ.

Priority shall be given to the wear-less brakes type (dynamic brake).
The theoretical friction brake energy reduction, based on train braking model described in §0
(applying only adhesion dependent type of brake), is here below evaluated:
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1. Energy of the friction brake without dynamic brake active
1

( 39 ) 𝐸𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐 = 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 2 𝑀𝑒𝑞,𝑡𝑜𝑡 𝑣𝑖𝑛 2
2. Energy of dynamic brake:
( 40 ) 𝐸𝑑𝑦𝑛 =
( 41 ) 𝐸𝑑𝑦𝑛 =

𝑥𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛 𝑀𝑒𝑞,𝑡𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑣0 𝑔 𝑣 2
𝑖𝑛
𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋0
2

𝑥𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛 𝑀𝑒𝑞,𝑡𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑣0 𝑔𝑣𝐸𝑃
𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋0

0 < 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣𝐸𝑃

(𝑣𝑖𝑛 −

𝑣
(𝑣0 − 𝐸𝑃
)
2

( 42 ) 𝐸𝑑𝑦𝑛 = 𝑥𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛 𝑀𝑒𝑞,𝑡𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑣0 𝑔𝑣𝐸𝑃 [ 𝑎

𝑖𝑠𝑡,𝑀𝐴𝑋0

𝑣𝐸𝑃
)
2

+

𝑣𝐸𝑃 < 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣0

1
(𝑙𝑛|𝑘1
𝑘2

− 𝑘2 𝑣0 | − 𝑙𝑛|𝑘1 − 𝑘2 𝑣𝑖𝑛 |)]

𝑣0 < 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋
3. Percentage of friction brake energy with dynamic brake active:
( 43 ) 𝛥𝐸𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐 =

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 −𝐸𝑑𝑦𝑛
𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡

∗ 100%

( 44 ) 𝛥𝐸𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐 = (1 − 𝑥𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛 ) ∗ 100%
( 45 ) 𝛥𝐸𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐 = [1 − 𝑥𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛
( 46 ) 𝛥𝐸𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐 = {1 − 2𝑥𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛 𝑓𝑣0 𝑔

𝑣𝐸𝑃
2
𝑣𝑖𝑛

𝑣𝐸𝑃
𝑣𝑖𝑛

(2 −

𝑣
(𝑣0 − 𝐸𝑃 )

[

2

𝑓𝑣0 𝑔

+

𝑣𝐸𝑃
𝑣𝑖𝑛
1
𝑘2

0 < 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣𝐸𝑃

)] ∗ 100%

𝑣𝐸𝑃 < 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣0

(𝑙𝑛|𝑘1 − 𝑘2 𝑣0 | − 𝑙𝑛|𝑘1 − 𝑘2 𝑣𝑖𝑛 |)] } ∗ 100%

𝑣0 < 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋
Note: The above formulas are related to total dynamic brake available.

Introducing the values of 𝑥𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛 and 𝑣𝐸𝑃 the scenario about friction brake energy percentage is the
following.
𝑥𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛

0,25

𝑣𝑖𝑛
𝑣𝐸𝑃

𝑣𝐸𝑃

90

𝑣0

0,5
𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋

𝑣𝐸𝑃

75% 85%

92%

100

75% 84%

110
125

𝑣0

0,75
𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋

𝑣𝐸𝑃

50% 70%

85%

92%

50% 68%

75% 83%

91%

75% 81%

90%

𝑣0

1
𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋

𝑣𝐸𝑃

𝑣0

𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋

25% 56%

77%

0%

41%

69%

83%

25% 52%

75%

0%

36%

66%

50% 66%

82%

25% 49%

73%

0%

31%

64%

50% 63%

80%

25% 44%

70%

0%

25%

61%

Table 6 – Friction brake energy percentage
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With the following maximum power of the dynamic brake, see equation ( 34) in [kW/toneq] :
𝑥𝐹𝑑𝑦𝑛

0,25

0,5

0,75

1

90

9,20

18,39

27,59

36,79

100

10,22

20,44

30,66

40,88

110

11,24

22,48

33,72

44,96

125

12,77

25,55

38,32

51,09

𝑣𝐸𝑃

Table 7 – Maximum power of dynamic brake

Above Table 6 provide an evaluation of the percentage of the total energy of the train dissipated by
friction brake during a braking done with dynamic brake and continues blending with friction brake
with maximum used adhesion.
If the dynamic brake is reliable, it represents the quantity of energy to be considered by friction
brake dimensioning. It is clear that higher is the energy dissipated by dynamic brake, higher could
be the friction brake dissipation devices reduction.

3.3.5 Emergency brake control
Above described improvements on braking distance and energy distribution can be obtained by an
emergency brake control able to manage continuously the adhesion and blending between friction
and dynamic adhesion dependent brakes forces at different speed.
In the conventional direct brake architecture this is generally done on service brake, while in
emergency brake intelligent control of adhesion and blending is not performed (for safety reasons).
Only EDV safe continuous regulation of the braking forces and safe load detection permits to do it
in emergency.
Note: With EDV, service brake and emergency brake could be managed in the same way (as done by
pneumatic UIC brake system), where service brake rate is adjustable and emergency brake rate is
predefined (speed dependent if necessary).
Considering that the required safety level for service brake is generally lower and service brake could be
object of modification in logics more often than emergency, it is convenient to manage the two functions
independently, even if the management could be the same.

3.3.5.1 Used adhesion control
The EDV safe management of the load information shall permit to make a precise calculation of
the load on each axle and calculate accordingly the maximum brake force applicable to stay within
the limits defined by the TSI.
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The adhesion limit requirements by TSI (§4.2.4.6.1) is 0,15 till 250 km/h and decreasing linearly to
0,10 at 350 km/h. Some exceptions are allowed depending on the train length (0,13 if less than 8
axles) and load (0,17 in minimum load and more than 19 axles).
EDV gives the possibility to manage this exception, fixing in a safe way adhesion limits depending
from the known composition of the train and the measured load.
Another possibility given by EDV, not compliant with the TSI requirements, is to allow higher used
adhesion on rear axles of long trains when sliding is detected in the front, with the goal to have
better train performances in degraded rail condition.
Note: adhesion control is optimized by the closed loop control which provides a great accuracy of
the brake cylinder pressure.

3.3.5.2 Blending
The friction brake energy reduction defined in §3.3.4 can be achieved by the use of EDV in junction
with dynamic brake. EDV shall control in a continuous way (speed and time dependent) the
adhesion dependent emergency friction brake forces (emergency blending), based on the applied
adhesion dependent dynamic brake forces.
The general rules to implement the emergency blending logic can
conventional train service brake blending logics.

not be different from the

No regulation of adhesion dependent dynamic brake is necessary as the maximum adhesion
dependent dynamic brake is piloted by default in emergency to minimize the wear of the adhesion
dependent friction brake (as per dimensioning assumption in §3.3.1). The use of adhesion
independent brakes (both friction and dynamic) can further reduce the energy on adhesion
dependent friction brake, in the respect of the dimensioning principles.
Limits to braking energy and power applied by friction brake force actuators shall be a constraint in
the definition of blending logics, in accordance to the dimensioning principles (see §3.3.1). Speed
limitation or any other restriction shall be forced in case the defined limits are exceeded. The limits
shall be based on technical characteristics of the components and their dimensioning condition
(see §3.3.1).
The emergency blending shall be managed at least at consist level (cross blending), even it would
be better at train level, to manage the short consists in a more efficient way (using the other consist
brake system to recover the failure on one consist). This is easy in case of coupling of same type
of consists. In case of consists with different brake system coupled together the force blending
management at train level could require a more complex definition by interoperable blending
signals, with the possible result of reducing the flexibility at consist level. It is then better as initial
approach to have consist blending regulation only and transmit between the consists only the
service and emergency brake commands.
Following cases shall be considered.
a) Not safe dynamic brake subsystem and safe dynamic brake force monitoring available:
If the adhesion dependent dynamic brake is not safe enough (i.e. there can be a single
failure or common mode failure by which the consist or train lose the whole dynamic brake
force), in general it is not possible to consider its contribution in emergency brake
performance. The dynamic brake contribution can be considered if there are safe
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measuring devices (called TORQ in document REF.1) providing the real adhesion
dependent dynamic brake forces applied.
In this condition the application of continuous blending in emergency becomes interesting
when friction pairs (discs/pads or wheel/pads or wheel/shoes) reach a temperature close to
the allowed limits of the friction pairs.
Brake disc can be affected by cracks in case of high thermal stresses, so their life could be
limited. The cracks are linked to the amount of energy and power dissipated by the disc.
Today (more expensive) steel discs are used instead of cast iron discs when the
energy/power condition could generate cracks on cast iron disc. Organic pads, high
temperature organic pads, sintered pads are used depending from the highest temperature
reached by the friction pair during braking.
The possibility to maximize the kinetic energy transformed by the adhesion dependent
dynamic brake can permit to use cast iron disc in application where actually steel disc or
using lower temperature pads respect actual situation.
The monitoring of the adhesion dependent dynamic brake force by TORQ safe device shall
be coordinated with the WSP intervention, because dynamic brake force reduction read by
the TORQ device could be generated by failure OR by WSP intervention.
The adhesion dependent friction brake shall be designed to dissipate the whole kinetic
energy because the dynamic brake is not reliable enough.
The failure, isolation or reduced force of adhesion dependent dynamic brake shall be
compensated by replacing the missing force with friction adhesion dependent braking force,
to guarantee the performances even in case of complete loss of dynamic brake.
The compensation of dynamic brake failures/isolation by adhesion dependent friction brake
impacts the thermal dimensioning of the friction pair (cracks). The probability of occurrence
of those failures both in service and emergency brake shall be considered in dimensioning
mission profile.
The isolation of a dynamic brake unit doesn’t reduce braking power of the consist.
b) Safe dynamic brake sub-system
If the dynamic brake is safe (reliable enough to guarantee, in case of single failure, a
certain amount of dynamic brake force), the energy of the mass braked by the dynamic
brake can be completely removed from the friction pair dimensioning, permitting to reduce
the number of pneumatic actuators and friction pairs proportionally.
In this case the safe device TORQ is no more necessary, but only a safe availability signal
(on/off) of every dynamic brake sub-system, because the dynamic brake sub-system itself
guarantee the dynamic brake force in case of availability and the single failure is
considered in defining the guaranteed performances of the consist (see TSI 4.2.4.2.2 No. 3
requirement).
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The friction pair shall be designed taking into account the minimum force guaranteed by the
dynamic brake.
A TORQ device could be useful, even if not necessary, in the case the nominal force
guaranteed is lower than the maximum force applicable by the dynamic brake. In this case
the presence of TORQ device instead of “availability signal” would permit to further reduce
the friction brake force.
The emergency blending logic shall manage friction brake forces applied to all axles, inside
the adhesion limits, knowing in a safe way the availability (off/on) of every dynamic brake
sub-system OR the real force applied on each axle by the dynamic brake subsystem.


In case of availability signal, the failure of one adhesion dependent dynamic brake is no
more compensated by friction brake force, because friction brake is not dimensioned to
dissipate the energy in charge of the dynamic brake force.



In case of TORQ signal available, the failure or reduced force of one adhesion
dependent dynamic brake is compensated by friction brake force only for the difference
between the guaranteed force and the maximum one

The isolation of a dynamic brake unit reduces braking power of the consist.
Notes:
The general and detailed requirements for availability signals TORQ device and safe dynamic brake subsystem are not in the scope of this document.
The control of adhesion independent brakes is not in charge of adhesion dependent force blending
(independent control). The force applied by adhesion independent brake is considered safe, being already
safe in conventional solutions.

3.3.6 Conclusions
a) Braking distance
The advantage on braking distance obtained by the use of EDV is valid only for high speed train,
giving a theoretical reduction of the nominal braking distances of about 208 m (-5,5%) from
maximum speed of 350 km/h.
At 300 km/h the reduction drops to about 74 m (-3%).
Further improvements can be obtained by:
-

managing the maximum adhesion limit in a variable way, depending from the length and the
load of the train.

-

Using variable adhesion limits during sliding, to recover the loss of adhesion in front of the
train by used adhesion higher than TSI limits on the back of the train, where the rail should be
cleaner.
b) Energy distribution
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The use of dynamic brake in emergency and continuous blending in emergency permit an energy
reduction to the friction brake depending from the dynamic brake configuration.
Energy distribution optimization, possible by EDV implementation, gives the possibility to reduce
the pneumatic actuators and friction pairs or reduce of the same amount the energy to the friction
pair, with positive impact on life or material choice (see Table 6).
The advantages are linked to the EDV context and cannot be fully reached without the
development of the other sub-systems: adhesion dependent dynamic brake force safe
measurement device (TORQ) or safe dynamic brake sub-system.

3.4 IMPROVEMENTS ON TRAIN SPEED CONTROL
Safe train speed control gives the opportunity to manage the virtual coupling and/or reduce the
distance between the train at distance shorter than the guaranteed stopping distance.
The safe, accurate, load dependent and continuous regulation of the braking effort is for sure an
essential characteristic to have a train speed control in closed loop.
The safe and accurate braking force regulation is only one aspect of a more wide and complex
subject.
To avoid collision two consists running close each other shall adjust their acceleration and
deceleration in a synchronous way and monitor each other to align the performance of the two
consist. This new scenario obliges to face new challenges, some of which are here listed (not
exhaustive list) :
-

Supervision of the train performance (acceleration/deceleration)

-

Braking power management of the coupled consist

-

Brake safe state definition

-

Closed loop control of brake force of the single consist in case of rail degraded condition

-

Management of fatal failures of consist with different braking power

-

Impact of track characteristics (slope, curves) and environmental condition on the
performances

-

….

In this scenario, there is no more service and emergency brake, but only safe braking.
The EDV represent one piece of the overall scenario, in line with the expected characteristics (safe
braking force regulation, precise force regulation, etc), but not sufficient to reach the goal.
In this scenario, the EDV should be a “slave element”, generating the braking force defined by the
master unit controlling the virtual coupled consist. Blending logic should be in charge of the master
unit.
For above reasons, the requirements concerning speed control are not defined in this document.

3.5 SIMPLIFIED COMMISSIONING/TUNING ACTIVITIES
The use of electronic control permit to change the setting of the brake system by SW modification
only. The EDV can be standardized for the wider range of application in terms of
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mechanical/pneumatic/electric/bus interfaces, while the characterization of the brake system for
the specific application can be done only by software parameters or routines.
This permit to simplify a lot tuning activities following type testing or change of the mass of the
train. They normally involve fixed and recurrent costs connected to mechanical parts to be
replaced (ie the setting of relay valve), the time needed for the retrofit, the management of the train
configuration and of the drawings (change of part numbers) as well as the train downtime during
commissioning and the rental of facilities, equipment and personnel to validate the new
performances.

3.6 CONCLUSIONS
The main advantages given by EDV implementation are:
-

Space and weight optimization

-

Reduced LCC

-

Improved performances

-

Possible lower energy dissipated by adhesion dependent friction brake

-

Possible reduced number of adhesion dependent friction brake actuators

-

Possible closed loop control of the train speed

-

Reduced commissioning/tuning activity duration and cost

The possibilities are linked to further devices/condition not scope of this document:
-

Dynamic brake performances sensor (TORQ)

-

Safe dynamic brake sub-system

-

Virtual coupling sub-system (performance supervisor, virtual coupling master unit, etc)
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4 BRAKE SYSTEM FUNCTIONS AND EDV SUB-FUNCTIONS
EDV will be in charge of part of brake system functionalities. It is an innovation of the conventional
brake system, introducing new sub-functions inside the brake system and changing the
architecture and technical solution.
In accordance to the CONNECTA methodology described in REF.2 document
“D1.1_workflow_methodology”, a top down process shall be followed in defining the requirements
of EDV.
It means that first a functional view of the new brake system, including EDV innovative functions,
shall be done.
Starting from the same brake system functional requirements, different architecture can be
identified depending on the decision taken in distributing the different sub-functions to different
sub-systems. Furthermore starting from the same brake architecture different technical solution
can be defined based on technical, economical, responsibility, interfaces, etc inputs.
This chapter defines the reference functional structure which is the input for the definition of the
brake system functional requirements.
Sub-function of brake system to be attributed to the EDV sub-system are as well identified. These
sub-functions are the reference sub-function for the functional requirements definition of § 0. The
interfaces of the EDV will be identified by the detailed definition of requirements, creating relation
(input/output) between every sub-functions in charge of EDV and the other brake system subfunctions or external actors (user or technical systems).
The EDV specification will be the goal of the first phase of task T5.4: “Subsystem specification for
HW/SW/Pneumatronic is prepared in detail to cover all details necessary for interoperability of the
components.”

4.1 CONTEXT OF THE ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR VALVE
AND ANALYSIS METHOD
The conventional brake system described in REF.1 document considers the context of the brake
system and splits brake functions in different sub-functions.
To better clarify the approach, a visual representation is given, reporting inside the brake functions
and sub-functions representation the command flow of an emergency brake request by the driver.

-

Brake functions level (Figure 5):

The user DRIVER requires an emergency brake to the brake system functions EB and LAM.
Meanwhile, the BOGIE Technical system transmits the suspension pressure to the EB function
and the ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION sub-system transmits the aerodynamic forces to the
CAR BODY, which transmits it to the TRAIN SYSTEM.
ELECTRICAL ENERGY SUPPLY and AIR SUPPLY technical systems supply the braking energy
to EB.
The ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION influences also the available adhesion to the RAIL.
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The system function EB transmit an adhesion independent forces to the technical system RAIL
and a torque to the WHEELSET, via brake system function LAM.
The brake system LAM increases the available adhesion. The WHEEL SET transforms the torque
into a force to the RAIL.
If the forces exceed the available adhesion, the WHEELSET inform of the speed variation the LAM
system function, which reduce temporary the force.
The forces received by the RAIL, as reaction, are transmitted to the BOGIE. The BOGIE transmits
forces to the CAR BODY.
The forces received by CAR BODY are transmitted to the TRAIN SYSTEM decelerating it till the
stop
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Driver

Users

SB

Electrical
Energy Supply

Air Supply

LAM

EB

PB
ABT

SBM

Brake system

Technical systems

Bogie

Car Body

Environmental
condition
Wheel set

Train system

Rail
Figure 5 – Emergency brake request on train system – Functions representation
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Note: the visual representation in Figure 5 evidence that could be better to consider the LAM
system function as a sub-function of both EB and SB system function, because there is an internal
interface between LAM and EB/SB. For this reason, a better representation is the one in Figure 6.

-

Brake sub-function level:

In Figure 6 the command flow of the same emergency request is represented considering the subfunctions as defined in REF.1.
The user DRIVER requires an emergency brake to the brake system sub-function EB1
Emergency brake command generation
Meanwhile, the BOGIE Technical system transmits the suspension pressure to the sub-function
EB4 Emergency Local brake force generation and the ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION the
force to the CAR BODY, which transmits it to the TRAIN SYSTEM.
ELECTRICAL ENERGY SUPPLY and AIR SUPPLY technical systems supply the braking energy
to EB5 Emergency brake energy storing.
The ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION influences also the available adhesion to the RAIL.
The sub-function EB1 Emergency brake command generation transmits the emergency brake
request to the sub-function EB3 Emergency brake command transmission, which transmits it to
EB4 Emergency Local brake force generation and LAM2 Adhesion improvement.
EB5 Emergency brake energy storing transmits the braking energy to EB4 Emergency Local
brake force generation.
EB4 Emergency Local brake force generation use the received input from BOGIE, EB3 and
EB5 to generate an adhesion independent force to the technical system RAIL and a torque to the
WHEELSET, via sub-function LAM1 Wheel slide protection.
The sub-function LAM2 Adhesion improvement, when receive the emergency brake requirement
by EB3 Emergency brake command transmission, increases the available adhesion to the
RAIL.
The WHEEL SET transforms the torque received by LAM1 Wheel slide protection into a force to
the RAIL.
If the force is exceeding the available adhesion, the WHEELSET informs of the speed variation the
LAM1 Wheel slide protection system function, which reduce temporary the force.
The forces received by the RAIL, as reaction, are transmitted to the BOGIE.
The BOGIE transmits these forces to the CARBODY.
The forces received by CAR BODY are transmitted to the TRAIN SYSTEM decelerating it till the
stop .
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Figure 6 – Emergency brake request on train system – sub-functions representation
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The sub-functions defined in REF.1 document were linked to a conventional brake architecture and
performed by technical solution described by the devices listed in §3.4.6 of REF.1. It means that
the functional splitting in REF.1 was influenced by conventional train “Logical level” (architecture)
and “Technical level” (devices).
The new architecture proposed in REF.1 § 3.6.4 integrating the EDV concept introduces already
functional modifications linked to EDV, but it doesn’t apply in a proper way the top down method,
because there is not a clear separation between the functions and the architecture/technical
solution definition.
It is then important to redefine the brake system functional structure, taking care to clean it from
any architectural or technical aspect and improving it where necessary in order to arrive to the
most complete and coherent functional brake system model.
Only when this redefinition is done it will be possible to decide the functions to be performed by
EDV sub-system. Resuming, the analysis will have the follow steps:
-

Brake system sub-functions review

-

Identification of EDV sub-system functions

4.2 BRAKE SYSTEM SUB-FUNCTIONS REVIEW
The following new assumptions are considered, based on EDV concept introduction and critical
review of the REF.1 functions.
a) The type of brakes mentioned in §3.2.1.1 of REF.1 shall be replaced by functional
description of the different type of brakes, based on the physical possibility to generate
braking forces:


Adhesion dependent or independent brakes



Friction or dynamic brakes

Magnetic Track brake, Electrodynamic, Disc, etc. will be no more mentioned (technical
solutions)
b) Indirect/Direct brake shall be no more mentioned (technical solutions).
c) The BSM1 sub-function is divided into Service brake operating modes and Emergency
brake operating modes, to be able to manage separately the two system functions.
d) Emergency brake sub-function revision
Emergency Brake (EB) sub-functions are revised considering that EB is becoming similar to
SB with the EDV solution.
An alignment between SB and EB in term of sub-functions naming is introduced, giving the
same numbering and definition to similar sub-functions.
Note: to permit it, the former sub-function “EB2-Actual Emergency Braking Power
Calculation” becomes EB7.
e) The SB6 and EB6 Brake energy storing and local distribution is divided into pneumatic and
electrical energy storing, to underline the relevance of the low voltage energy supply due to
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the introduction of the electronic control in safety related functions. For the same reason the
name is changed, including local distribution as well.
f)

Brake system energy sub-functions are introduced.
In REF.1 the energy management was considered only as local store of the pneumatic and
electric energy necessary to generate the brake force. The supply of this energy was not
considered and as well the function to transform the kinetic energy into heat or electric
energy during braking.
For this reason “High voltage energy supply”, “Low Voltage energy supply”, “Pneumatic
energy supply” and “Kinetic energy transformation” are introduced in emergency and
service brake system functions.

g) Force application sub-functions
The brake force application sub-functions have two levels:
o

The sub-function generating the reference command to the force actuation subfunction (technically speaking: air pressure to the cylinder, electric current to the
motors, air and current to the MTB/ECB)

o

The force application sub-function applying the force to the rail (technically
speaking: the brake cylinder, the electric motors, the MTB/ECB)

The REF.1 sub-functions SB5.4 and EB5.4 are accordingly reviewed.
h) LAM function
As already detected in §4.1, function LAM is in reality not a system function, but a subfunction of both EB and SB, involved by adhesion dependent brakes. For this reason,
LAM1, LAM2 and LAM3 are introduced inside SB and EB as first level sub-functions.
LAM1 is a sub-function in between the force command sub-functions and force application
sub-function mentioned in clause g) only for the adhesion dependent forces sub-functions
The force command sub-functions are called “Reference force command generation” to
evidence that the real force command is given by LAM1 sub-function.
i)

The ABT sub-function “Brake performances calculation” is now named “Braking power
calculation” to be in line with “EB7 Actual Emergency Braking Power Calculation” subfunction name.

j)

The internal command transmission could be considered not a functional aspect, but an
architectural one, because the division of the system in different sub-systems done by the
system architecture introduce the necessity of data transmission between sub-systems.
On the other hand it is also true that in the moment that a function is divided into subfunctions the same concept is introduced at functional level, so it is also relevant to focus
on what is expected by this transmission: the integrity of the command transmission is a
functional condition relevant to guarantee the brake functionality and the functional reaction
to the loss of the command transmission integrity defines the safe state of the brake
system.
For this reason it is decided to maintain (or introduce when not done) for at least all the first
level single sub-functions the sub-function command transmission.
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k) The ABT sub-function “ABT4 - Continuity test” is added, to test the command transmission
functions.
l)

The ABT sub-function “Direct brakes and Safety Loop Test” is named now “Friction brake
test” without changing the goal of the test (to test the adhesion dependent friction brake
applied by the EDV).

m) The sub-function “ABT12 – Parking brake test” is added. The goal is to calculate the
parking brake power available, in analogy with what done for the emergency brake.
n) In “ABT13 – Cab brake device test” the parking brake command and the sanding command
tests are added, to complete the test of devices which can be operated by the driver and
the function name is changed in “Driver interface test”
The function “LAM2 – Adhesion improvement” (sanding) is divided in sub-functions to take
in consideration the possibility to command adhesion improvement by automatic or manual
commands
o) The sub-function LAM3 “Adhesion management state and fault detection and indication” is
split in 3 different sub-function (in analogy to SB9, EB9 and PB7).
The train braking performances control sub-function is not introduced, because not scope of this
document (see §3.4).
The new list of functions defined is here below reported.
Note: the BSM and ABT are ancillary system functions. They are not participating, as SB, EB, PB to the
speed reduction, stop and immobilization of the train, but they are functions in charge to guarantee that the
brake system can do it in the proper and safe way, because it is correctly configured, coherently managed
and performances and functionalities are guaranteed by initial tests. In principle ABT could be considered a
sub-function of BSM.
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BSM - Brake System Management sub-functions
BSM1.
BSM2.

Train topology and brake system integrity
Manage brake operating modes.
BSM2.1. Service brake
BSM2.1.1. Service brake normal mode
BSM2.1.2. Service brake degraded mode
BSM2.1.3. Service brake towing mode
BSM2.2. Emergency brake
BSM2.2.1. Emergency brake normal mode
BSM2.2.2. Emergency brake degraded mode
BSM2.2.3. Emergency brake towing mode

SB - Service brake sub-functions
SB1.

SB2.
SB3.

SB4.
SB5.

Service brake train deceleration request
SB1.1.
Driver request acquisition
SB1.2.
Technical system request acquisition.
Service brake request transmission
Train load calculation
SB3.1.
Load acquisition
SB3.2.
Train load calculation
Train service brake force calculation
Service brake blending
SB5.1.
Detection of the service brake availability of all types of brake
SB5.1.1. Dynamic service brake availability detection
SB5.1.1.1. Adhesion dependent dynamic service brake availability
detection (e.g. ED brake)
SB5.1.1.2. Adhesion independent dynamic service brake availability
detection (e.g. Eddy current brake)
SB5.1.2. Friction service brake availability acquisition
SB5.1.2.1. Adhesion dependent friction service brake availability
detection (e.g. Disc/tread brake)
SB5.1.2.2. Adhesion independent friction service brake availability
detection (e.g. MTB)
SB5.2.
Train service brake force calculation on different types of brake
SB5.2.1. Train dynamic service brake force calculation
SB5.2.1.1. Train adhesion dependent dynamic service brake force
calculation (e.g. ED brake)
SB5.2.1.2. Train adhesion independent dynamic service Brake force
calculation (e.g. Eddy current brake)
SB5.2.2. Train Friction Service Brake Force Calculation
SB5.2.2.1. Train adhesion dependent friction service brake force
calculation (e.g. Disc/tread brake)
SB5.2.2.2. Train adhesion independent friction service brake force
calculation (e.g. MTB)
SB5.3.
Train service brake force request on different types of brake
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SB6.

SB7.
SB8.
SB9.

SB5.3.1. Dynamic Service Brake Force Request
SB5.3.1.1. Adhesion dependent dynamic service brake force request
(e.g. ED brake)
SB5.3.1.2. Adhesion independent dynamic service Brake force request
(e.g. Eddy current brake)
SB5.3.2. Friction Service Brake Force Request
SB5.3.2.1. Adhesion dependent friction service brake force request (e.g.
Disc/tread brake)
SB5.3.2.2. Adhesion independent friction service brake force request
(e.g. MTB)
SB5.4.
Achieved adhesion dependent dynamic service brake force detection (ED
brake).
SB5.5.
Service brake force application
SB5.5.1. Dynamic service brake force generation
SB5.5.1.1. Adhesion dependent dynamic service brake force
generation (e.g. ED brake)
SB.5.5.1.1.1. Reference adhesion dependent dynamic service
brake force command generation
SB.5.5.1.1.2. Adhesion dependent dynamic service brake force
application
SB5.5.1.2. Adhesion independent service brake force generation (e.g.
Eddy current brake)
SB.5.5.1.2.1. Adhesion independent dynamic service brake force
command generation
SB.5.5.1.2.2. Adhesion independent dynamic service brake force
application (e.g. Eddy current brake)
SB5.5.2. Friction service brake force generation
SB5.5.2.1. Adhesion dependent friction service brake force generation
(e.g. Disc/tread brake)
SB.5.5.2.1.1. Adhesion dependent friction service brake force
pilot command generation
SB.5.5.2.1.2. Adhesion dependent friction brake force application
SB5.5.2.2. Adhesion independent friction service brake force
generation (e.g. MTB)
SB.5.5.2.2.1. Adhesion independent friction service brake force
command generation
SB.5.5.2.2.2. Adhesion independent friction brake force
application
Service brake energy storing and distribution
SB6.1.
Pneumatic energy storing and distribution
SB6.2.
Electric energy storing and distribution
Holding brake
Service brake Traction cut off
Service brake state and fault detection and indication
SB9.1.
General service brake function state and fault detection and indication
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SB9.2.

SB10.

SB11.

SB12.

LAM1

LAM2

LAM3

Adhesion dependent dynamic service brake state and fault detection and
indication (e.g. ED brake)
SB9.3.
Adhesion independent dynamic service brake state and fault detection and
indication (e.g. Eddy Current brake)
SB9.4.
Adhesion dependent friction service brake state and fault detection and
indication (e.g. Disc/tread brake)
SB9.5.
Adhesion independent friction service brake state and fault detection and
indication (e.g. MTB)
Service Brake isolation
SB10.1. Adhesion dependent dynamic service brake isolation (e.g. ED brake)
SB10.2. Adhesion independent dynamic service brake isolation (e.g. Eddy Current)
SB10.3. Adhesion dependent friction service brake isolation (e.g. Disc/tread brake)
SB10.4. Adhesion independent friction service brake isolation (e.g. MTB)
Energy supply
SB11.1. Service brake high voltage electric energy supply
SB11.2. Service brake low voltage energy supply
SB11.3. Service brake pneumatic energy supply
Service brake kinetic energy transformation
SB12.1. Service brake kinetic energy transformation in electric energy
SB12.1.1. Kinetic energy transformation in electric energy
SB12.1.2. Electric energy recovery
SB12.1.3. Electric energy dissipation
SB12.2. Service brake kinetic energy transformation in thermal energy
SB13.1.1. Kinetic energy transformation in thermal energy
SB13.1.2. Thermal energy dissipation
Wheel slide protection
LAM1.1 Speed detection
LAM1.2 Adhesion dependent reference brake force reduction/restoring
LAM1.2.1 Adhesion dependent dynamic reference brake force command
reduction/restoring (e.g. ED brake)
LAM1.2.2 Adhesion dependent friction reference brake force command
reduction/restoring (disc/tread brake)
LAM1.2.3 Brake force reduction timeout (watchdog)
Adhesion improvement (Sanding)
LAM2.1 Adhesion improvement request
LAM2.1.1
Adhesion improvement manual request
LAM2.1.2
Adhesion improvement automatic request
LAM2.2 Adhesion improvement manual request transmission
LAM2.3 Adhesion improvement generation
Adhesion management state and fault detection and indication
LAM3.1 General adhesion management sub-function state and fault detection and
indication
LAM3.2 Wheel slide protection state and fault detection and indication
LAM3.3 Adhesion improvement state and fault detection and indication
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EB - Emergency brake sub-functions
EB1.

EB2.
EB3.

EB4.
EB5.

Emergency brake train deceleration request
EB1.1.
Driver request acquisition
EB1.2.
Technical system request acquisition.
Emergency brake request transmission
Train load calculation
EB3.1.
Load acquisition
EB3.2.
Train load calculation
Train emergency brake force calculation
Emergency brake blending
EB5.1.
Detection of the emergency brake availability of all types of brake
EB5.1.1. Dynamic emergency brake availability detection
EB5.1.1.1. Adhesion dependent dynamic emergency brake availability
detection (e.g. ED brake)
EB5.1.1.2. Adhesion independent dynamic emergency brake availability
detection (e.g. Eddy current brake)
EB5.1.2. Friction emergency brake availability detection
EB5.1.2.1. Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake availability
detection (e.g. Disc/tread brake)
EB5.1.2.2. Adhesion independent friction emergency brake availability
detection (e.g. MTB)
EB5.2.
Train emergency brake force calculation on different types of brake
EB5.2.1. Train dynamic emergency brake force calculation
EB5.2.1.1. Train adhesion dependent dynamic emergency brake force
calculation (e.g. ED brake)
EB5.2.1.2. Train adhesion independent dynamic emergency Brake force
calculation (e.g. Eddy current brake)
EB5.2.2. Train Friction Emergency Brake Force Calculation
EB5.2.2.1. Train adhesion dependent friction emergency brake force
calculation (e.g. disc/tread brake)
EB5.2.2.2. Train adhesion independent friction emergency brake force
calculation (e.g. MTB)
EB5.3.
Train emergency brake force request on different types of brakes
EB5.3.1. Dynamic Emergency Brake Force Request
EB5.3.1.1. Adhesion dependent dynamic emergency brake force
request (e.g. ED brake)
EB5.3.1.2. Adhesion independent dynamic emergency Brake force
request (e.g. Eddy current brake)
EB5.3.2. Friction Emergency Brake Force Request
EB5.3.2.1. Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake force request
(e.g. Disc/tread brake)
EB5.3.2.2. Adhesion independent friction emergency brake force
request (e.g. MTB)
EB5.4.
Achieved adhesion dependent dynamic emergency brake force detection
(ED brake).
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EB5.5.

Emergency brake force application
EB5.5.1. Dynamic emergency brake force generation
EB5.5.1.1. Adhesion dependent dynamic emergency brake force
generation (e.g. ED brake)
EB5.5.1.1.1. Reference adhesion dependent dynamic emergency
brake force command generation
EB5.5.1.1.2. Adhesion dependent dynamic emergency brake
force application
EB5.5.1.2. Adhesion independent emergency brake force generation
(e.g. Eddy current brake)
EB5.5.1.2.1. Adhesion independent dynamic emergency brake
force command generation
EB5.5.1.2.2. Adhesion independent dynamic emergency brake
force application
EB5.5.2. Friction emergency brake force generation
EB5.5.2.1. Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake force
generation (e.g. Disc/tread brake)
EB5.5.2.1.1. Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake force
pilot command generation
EB5.5.2.1.2. Adhesion dependent friction brake force application
EB5.5.2.2. Adhesion independent friction emergency brake force
generation (e.g. MTB)
EB5.5.2.2.1. Adhesion independent friction emergency brake
force command generation
EB5.5.2.2.2. Adhesion independent friction brake force
application
EB6.
Emergency brake energy storing and distribution
EB6.1.
Pneumatic energy storing and distribution
EB6.2.
Electric energy storing and distribution
EB7.
Actual Emergency Braking Power Calculation
EB7.1.
Emergency Braking power calculation
EB7.2.
Emergency Braking power indication to driver
EB7.3.
Emergency Braking power transmission to technical systems
EB8.
Emergency brake Traction cut off
EB9.
Emergency brake state and fault detection and indication
EB9.1.
General emergency brake function state and fault detection and indication
EB9.2.
Adhesion dependent dynamic emergency brake state and fault detection and
indication (e.g. ED brake)
EB9.3.
Adhesion independent dynamic emergency brake state and fault detection
and indication (e.g. Eddy current brake)
EB9.4.
Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake state and fault detection and
indication (e.g. Disc/tread brake)
EB9.5.
Adhesion independent friction emergency brake state and fault detection and
indication (e.g. MTB)
EB10.
Emergency Brake isolation
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EB10.1. Adhesion dependent dynamic emergency brake isolation (e.g. ED brake)
EB10.2. Adhesion independent dynamic emergency brake isolation (e.g.
Eddy/current brake)
EB10.3. Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake isolation (e.g. Disc/tread
brake)
EB10.4. Adhesion independent friction emergency brake isolation (e.g. MTB)
EB11.
Energy supply
EB11.1. Emergency brake high voltage electric energy supply
EB11.2. Emergency brake low voltage energy supply
EB11.3. Emergency brake pneumatic energy supply
EB12.
Emergency brake kinetic energy transformation
EB12.1. Emergency brake kinetic energy transformation in electric energy
EB12.1.1. Kinetic energy transformation in electric energy
EB12.1.2. Electric energy recovery
EB12.1.3. Electric energy dissipation
EB12.2. Emergency brake kinetic energy transformation in thermal energy
EB12.2.1. Kinetic energy transformation in thermal energy
EB12.2.2. Thermal energy dissipation
LAM1
Wheel slide protection
LAM1.1 Speed detection
LAM1.2 Adhesion dependent reference brake force reduction/restoring
LAM1.2.1 Adhesion dependent dynamic reference brake force command
reduction/restoring
LAM1.2.2 Adhesion dependent friction reference brake force command
reduction/restoring
LAM1.2.3 Brake force reduction timeout (watchdog)
LAM2

Adhesion improvement
LAM2.1 Adhesion improvement request
LAM2.1.1 Adhesion improvement manual request
LAM2.1.2 Adhesion improvement automatic request
LAM2.2 Adhesion improvement manual request transmission
LAM2.3 Adhesion improvement generation
LAM3
Adhesion management state and fault detection and indication
LAM3.1 General adhesion management sub-function state and fault detection and
indication
LAM3.2 Wheel slide protection state and fault detection and indication
LAM3.3 Adhesion improvement state and fault detection and indication

PB - Parking brake sub-functions
PB1.

PB2.
PB3.

Parking brake command generation
PB1.1.
Driver request acquisition
PB1.2.
Technical system request acquisition
Parking brake train command transmission
Parking brake force generation
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PB3.1.
By train command
PB3.2.
By local command (manual application)
PB4.
Parking brake energy supply
PB4.1.
Pneumatic energy supply
PB4.2.
Parking brake low voltage electric energy supply
PB5.
Parking brake energy storing and distribution
PB5.1.
Parking pneumatic energy storing and distribution
PB5.2.
Parking electric energy storing and distribution
PB6.
Anti-compound
PB7.
Actual Parking Braking Power Calculation
PB8.
Parking brake state and fault detection and indication
PB8.1.
Parking brake applied status
PB8.2.
Parking brake released status
PB8.3.
Local parking brake state (applied/released/faulty/isolated/no info)
PB9.
Monitoring Parking brake applied at speed detection and speed reduction request
PB10.
Parking brake manual release
PB11.
Parking brake isolation

ABT - Automatic Brake test sub-functions
ABT1.

Automatic Brake Test request generation
ABT1.1. Driver request acquisition (only in brake test mode)
ABT1.2. Technical system request acquisition (only in brake test mode)
ABT2.
Check of preconditions of brake test
ABT3.
Automatic Brake test commands transmission
ABT4.
Continuity test
ABT4.1. Service brake command continuity
ABT4.2. Emergency brake command continuity
ABT4.3. Parking brake command continuity
ABT5.
Adhesion dependent dynamic brake systems test (e.g. ED brake)
ABT6.
Adhesion independent dynamic brake systems test (e.g. Eddy current brake)
ABT7.
Adhesion dependent friction brake test (e.g. Disc/tread)
ABT8.
Adhesion independent friction brake test (e.g. MTB)
ABT9.
Braking power calculation
ABT10.
Pneumatic energy supply test
ABT11.
Wheel Slide Protection test
ABT12.
Adhesion improvement management test
ABT13.
Parking brake test
ABT14.
Driver interfaces Test
ABT14.1. Test of the service brake command (Integrity)
ABT14.2. Test of the Emergency command (Integrity)
ABT14.3. Test of Parking Brake command (Integrity)
ABT14.4. Test of adhesion improvement command
ABT15.
Optional Functions Test
ABT15.1. Test of Passenger Alarm System (PAS)
ABT15.2. Test of Emergency Brake Override (EBO)
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ABT16.

Brake Tests Result Indication

4.3 EDV SUB-FUNCTIONS
The choice of the sub-functions is based on the assumption that every type of brakes shall have its
own control unit: the EDV controls the adhesion dependent friction brake, traction control unit
controls the adhesion dependent dynamic brake, adhesion independent brakes controlled by their
own control units. In this way the single failure on the control of one type of brake is not affecting
the other type of brakes. The blending is as well supposed to be done by each single control unit
(see § 6.3.2.5). Of course the control logic shall be aligned. This choice permit to have the higher
number of functionality for the EDV

It is decided, differently from what stated in REF.1, to include WSP functionality in EDV subfunctions. Considering that WSP shall operate contemporary on friction and dynamic adhesion
dependent brakes, EDV shall be able to control dynamic brake WSP as well.

The sub-functions attributed to EDV based on REF.1 document output, §0 evaluation and
assumption done in previous paragraphs of § 0 are the following:
SB3

Train load calculation

SB4

Train service brake force calculation

SB5.1.2.1

Adhesion dependent friction service brake availability detection (e.g. Disc/tread
brake)

SB5.2

Train service brake force calculation on different types of brake (*)

SB5.3.2.1

Adhesion dependent friction service brake force request (e.g. Disc/tread brake)

SB.5.5.2.1.1 Adhesion dependent friction service brake force pilot command generation
SB7

Holding brake

SB9.4

Adhesion dependent friction service brake state and fault detection and indication
(e.g. Disc/tread brake)

SB10.3

Adhesion dependent friction service brake isolation (e.g. Disc/tread brake)

LAM1

Wheel slide protection

LAM2.1.2

Adhesion improvement automatic request

LAM3.2

Wheel slide protection state and fault detection and indication

EB3

Train load calculation

EB4

Train emergency brake force calculation

EB5.1.2.1

Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake availability detection (e.g. Disc/tread
brake)
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EB5.2

Train emergency brake force calculation on different types of brake

EB5.3.2.1

Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake force request (e.g. Disc/tread brake)

EB5.5.2.1.1

Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake force pilot command generation

EB9.4

Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake state and fault detection and
indication (e.g. Disc/tread brake)

EB10.3

Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake isolation (e.g. Disc/tread brake)

The input and output signals of any of above sub-functions and the linked sub-functions are
defined by functional requirements of all brake system sub-functions described in § 0.
(*) Note: the sub-functions SB5.2 and EB5.2 performed by EDV are oriented to the definition of the adhesion dependent
friction brake force, which is the last force to be defined by blending logics as defined in § 3.3.5.2.
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5 REFERENCE TRAIN CONFIGURATION
Train architecture influences the brake control architecture, the performances and energy
distribution: the low available adhesion or the single failure to one EDV has much more influence
on a short train than on a longer train, maximum allowed adhesion itself depends on the number of
axles.
This chapter has the goal to fix the constraints in terms of unit formation which will be taken in
consideration in defining the brake system architecture (“D5.4Sub-system Detailed Requirements”
phase).

5.1.1 Consist
The consist (or “unit” in TSI) is composed of several cars (or “vehicles” in TSI).
The consist must be characterized, for the brake system, by the number of cars and the number of
bogies. Depending from the type of bogie (traditional or Jacobs), same length consist can have
different number of bogies.
The minimum number of bogie is 2 (2 traditional bogies), on a very short train composed of 1
vehicle.

Figure 7 – Minimum consist configuration

The maximum number of bogie is the longest consist with traditional bogies.
Based on actual state of art, maximum consist length is 200 m, with the possibility to be coupled
together to reach the maximum length of 400 m, reference for infrastructure, UIC and TSI.
A 200 m consist has max 8 cars with 16 traditional bogies, and max 11 cars with 14 traditional and
Jacobs bogies.

1

2

….

n

….

7

8

Figure 8 – 8 Cars consist configuration

Considering the objective (EDV) the reference configurations which are considered are the one
with the minimum and maximum number of bogies:
Maximum number of bogies: 16
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Minimum number of bogies: 2
Maximum number of cars:

8

Minimum number of cars:

1

5.1.2 Train
The train is an operational formation consisting of one or more consist.
The maximum number of consist which can be coupled in a train formation depends from the
consist configuration. Considering the consist defined in previous chapter the reference train
formation is composed of 2 consist of 8 cars:
Maximum number of bogies: 32
Maximum number of cars:
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6 EDV FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS AND INTERFACES

6.1 REFERENCES
CTA-T1.1-D-DBA-009-05_-_D1.1_workflow_methodology

6.2 SCOPE AND METHOD
Scope of §0 is to identify brake system requirements involving EDV sub-functions and identify all
interfaces of EDV sub-functions with other sub-function EDV is not in charge of.
These additional requirements are the ones completing the global view of the control process of
the adhesion dependent friction brake force and permitting to have all requirements necessary to
reach the objective on the defined scope of WP5, which is the definition of the EDV device.
The necessity to have identified all the interfaces of EDV requires to make the exercise to build a
“brake system model”, coherent, where every actor and sub-function has well identified relation
information with the other.
In the moment that the functional structure was defined this work started, the defined functional
structure already fix constraints. It is one of the possible functional solutions to do the main function
of the brake system. In the case the speed control were taken as reference principle in controlling
the brake the functional structure would have been different.
The requirement definition continues this work, introducing further decisions which represent new
constraints. This is an obliged step if clear interface want to be defined. Considering that the goal is
to produce a device which is flexible to be installed on as much brake system then possible, in the
requirement definition, every time that a choice is done it will be considered to take the decision
which will leave the brake model more flexible then possible, open to be used also by other “brake
system model” doing different choice. Of course this is not always possible, and some decision,
mainly the one impacting the hardware, can orient the EDV definition on one direction instead of on
another one.
Requirements about PB and ABT functions are ignored, not included in the scope.
BSM function requirements are instead considered for what impacting the service and emergency
brake management at train level.
Following sources of functional requirements are used:
-

Applicable functional requirements reported in document REF.1 “D5.1 – System Brake
Architecture Report” (TSI derived requirements FR1-FR135 and any other considered
applicable)

-

Assumption or explicit requirements identified during the analysis of the EDV advantages
and brake system functions reviewing (§3 and §4.2).

-

TSI, EN16185-1 and EN15734-1 applicable functional requirements

-

Assumptions and best practices coming from experience on conventional trains and
oriented to innovative solution described in next § 6.3 “Brake system functional
requirements principles”
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The functions and sub-functions requirements definition shall follow the structure of the functional
analysis, described in §3.2.1.:
-

Every system function shall have as actor a defined user or technical system and the
function done shall have an output to a certain user or technical system.

-

Every system sub-function shall have as actor either the user/technical system or another
sub-function (to be specified) and the sub-function done shall have an output to a certain
user/technical system or to another sub-function (to be specified)

Users

Users

Brake
system
Technical systems

Technical systems

Rail

Train system

Rail

Brake
system

Train system

Justification of requirements shall be provided, mentioning the link to the reference standard, to the
chapter of REF.1 or to this document
The tool used to manage the requirement in this phase is Excel.

6.2.1 Interfaces information definition
Each requirement needs input interface information.
Every input information is the output of another requirement. It means that the most precise
definition of the meaning of the input information is given by all the requirements affecting the
output value of that information.
Considering the difficulties to identify all the structure of requirements affecting an input, it is
necessary to define briefly every interface information. These definitions can be used as reference
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in generating the requirements affecting the information value and in defining the requirement
having it as input. They are the common view of the meaning of the information.
Interface information definition is considered a type of requirement.
Inside requirements can be used also invariant numbers, defined and validated during
dimensioning/design phase. This information are called “parameters”. Dimensioning formulas
depending only by physical variables (speed, temperature, etc) are considered parameter as well.
The parameter definition is then also part of the interface information definition requirements (it is
the interface with the dimensioning of the system).

6.2.2 Requirements classification
The requirements can be classified depending the requirements definition phase of the top down
process and the type of requirements:
-

Top – down process:
a) System requirements: these are the requirements linked to the system functionalities, they
are the top level requirements

b) Architectural requirements: these are the functional requirements propagation to the
chosen architecture of the brake system, implementing in a coherent way the functionalities
described by system requirements

c) Technical requirements: these are the requirements propagation of the system and
architectural requirements to EDV device.
This document specifies system requirements only.

-

Type

Requirement types are defined by the content of the requirement:
a) Functional requirements:
They are requirements describing specific behaviors, what a certain actor do with
certain defined input information. It has always as result an output which will be an
input to other requirements

b) Definition requirements
The definition requirement provide a simple and clear definition of the interface
information or parameters or any other definition which is necessary to provide for
common understanding of the requirements (see § 6.2.1 for interface information or
parameters requirements).

c) Safety requirements
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Requirements are object of safety analysis, providing recommendation or mandatory
requirements. These requirements are subsequent to requirements definition and
generate a reiteration of the requirements generation process to take into account them
in the system design.
The safety analysis is not part of this document, but of document D5.3. General safety
related requirements are in any case introduced (see §6.3.1.4 ) to take in account best
practices normally applied already during design phase. These requirements are
considered functional. The safety requirements are the one coming out from the safety
analysis.
This document specifies Functional and Definition requirements only.

Other types of requirements will be present once that the system design will approach the technical
aspects (environmental requirements, dimension requirements, communication requirements, etc),
this is part of next phase “T5.4 Sub System HW&SW Design and feasibility”.
At this stage all the requirements defined are at the same level, there is not any parent/son relation
between them, even if existing.

6.2.3 Requirements format
Among the attributes proposed in Eurospec, following one will be used:
-

Input information: the input information used to implement the functionality by the actor

-

Output information: the information which is the output of the requirement.

-

Requirement ID: it is a self-speaking code, mentioning the level of the top down process
where the requirement is generated

-

Requirement classification – Level: in this document all requirements are at System level

-

Main Function: report the main function of brake system at which the requirements refer to.

-

Requirement classification – Type: type of requirement are Functional or Definition

-

Requirement text: Description of the requirements

-

Source: indicate which of the possible source generated the requirements (§ of REF.1 or of
this document, TSI European Directive, EN standards). More than one source can be
indicated

-

Rationale: additional justification of the requirements in addition to the ones which can be
find in the sources

-

Function/Sub-functions/Actor in charge: ID of function or sub-function or actor which is in
charge of the requirement

-

Input information: the input information used to implement the functionality by the actor

-

Input information source: the Function/Sub-functions/Actor generating the input data
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-

Output information: the output information of the Function/Sub-functions/Actor in charge of
the function which is the result of the function execution

-

Output destination: the Function/Sub-functions/Actor receiving the output information result
of the function

-

Exported requirement: if the functional requirement is in charge to sub-function or actor
external to the group of sub-functions not allocated to EDV, the attribute is YES, if not NO.
This allow to filter the exported requirements

-

Owner: person which generated the requirements

-

Reviewer comments: comments by other than owner WP participants, at which the owner
shall reply. Only when no comment or all comments arrive to an agreed solution, the status
can become approved, if not is rejected.

-

Status: draft (DR)/ under review (AR)/ approved (APP)/ rejected (REJ)

6.2.4 Requirements actors


Dimensioning (responsible of parameters, see §6.2.1)



Brake system functions and sub-function:
o any of the functions/sub-functions listed in § 4.2



User:
o
o
o
o
o



Driver
Train staff
Brake test operator
Maintenance staff
Preparation service staff

Train Technical system (other than brake system)
o Railway track
o Wheel/Wheel set
o Traction
o Electrical energy supply
o Pneumatic energy supply
o Passenger Alarm
o ATP on board
o ATO on board
o ETCS on board unit
o Odometry
o Macro-phones and horns
o TCMS
o GSM/WLAN
o Vehicle coupler
o Vigilance control on board unit
o Driver HMI (displays, Touch and HW buttons)
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Diagnostic system
Maintenance tools
Diagnostic tool
Thermostat
Environmental condition
Car Body
Door
Bogie

6.3 BRAKE SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
PRINCIPLES
This paragraph resumes the general assumptions and best practices which generate the
requirements.
The assumption done are consistent with the assumption done in former paragraphs and in
document REF.1 for what applicable.

6.3.1 Brake system base concept
The main function of brake system is defined in §4.2.4.1 (1) of TSI:

“The

purpose of the train braking system is to ensure that the train's speed can be reduced or
maintained on a slope, or that the train can be stopped within the maximum allowable braking
distance. Braking also ensures the immobilization of a train”.
The main function of the brake system is then to generate a force so that a deceleration is applied
at the mass of the train and the train reduce the speed or stop in a certain stopping distance, or the
train is immobilized on a maximum slope.
It means that it is needed brake request, brake request transmission and brake force application
functionalities. All functionalities are inside these 3 categories of functions
Not only functionalities are involved in requirement definition, but also
-

physical aspects (dynamics and kinematics),

-

dimensioning principles

-

main brake system safety principle

shall be considered in requirements definition.
The three main function of brake system are then defined by TSI as follows:
- Service brake: “ensure that the train's speed can be reduced or maintained on a slope” and
“ensures the temporary immobilization of the train”
- Emergency brake: “ensure the train can be stopped within the maximum allowable braking
distance”
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- Parking brake: “ensures the permanent immobilization of the train”
Note: the immobilisation requirement is divided in temporary and permanent immobilisation in TSI
§ 4.2.4.2.1 (13)

6.3.1.1 Dynamic and kinematic
In this chapter physical concepts that are described in EN14531-1 are considered, adopting a
different formality.
All the brake requirements turn around following main physical figures:
- Mass (m)
- Slope (i)
- Force (F)
- Deceleration (a)
- Speed (v)
- Distance (s)
- Time (t)
Mass, Speed and Slope are the 3 key physical input information by which brake system is able to
control the speed and stop the train in a predefined stopping distance in front of a brake request.
 Mass measurement is one of the brake system sub-functions
 Train speed measurement is considered an external input of the brake system function
 Slope information:
-

It is optional in service brake, to have a service brake deceleration independent from the
slope.

-

It is not considered in emergency brake because it is supposed that the longer stopping
distances are considered by signaling.

Force, speed, deceleration, space are linked together by physical constraints represented by
dynamics and kinematic of the train.
The forces applied to the train are
•

Braking force

•

Running resistance force

•

Gravity force

In the requirements the forces/deceleration “applied” are the real forces/deceleration applied to the
train.
The forces/deceleration “nominal” are the expected forces/deceleration to be applied based on
request.
The difference between nominal and applied is the degradation of the force due to degraded
environmental condition (wet pad, sliding) / degraded dissipation condition (high pad/disc
temperature, high rheostat temperature, ...) or failures.
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Fgrappl

Fgrnom

Frunresappl

Frunresnom

Fbrappl

Mass

Decappl

Fbrnom

MassMeas

Freddegr

Fbrappl

Decreq

Fgrappl : Gravity force applied
Frunresappl
: Running resistance force applied
Fbrappl
: Braking force applied
Mass
: Train Mass
DecAppl : Deceleration applied at the train

Fgrnom
Frunresnom

: Gravity force nominal
: Running resistance force nominal
Fbrnom
: Braking Force nominal
MassMeas : Train mass measured
Decreq
: Requested deceleration
Freddegr : Reduction of force due to degraded condition
Rotating mass are considered by piloting to the force generation sub-function SB/EB5.5 a force
equal to the nominal one + the force necessary to brake the rotating mass

Decreq
Fpil

Fnom
Fpil
Frot
Equiv. MassMeas

Equiv.
MassMeas

Frot

: Piloted braking force
: Force braking the rotating mass
: Train equivalent mass measured (measured mass + rotating equivalent
mass)

Note: the rotating mass brake force request is provided by both adhesion dependent types of
forces. The priority is automatically given to dynamic brake by the feedback of dynamic brake force
to friction brake force provided by sub-function SB/EB5.4 (see §6.3.2.5).
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Constraints are present:
- Mass: running order mass< mass < maximum mass
- Slope: maximum downhill slope of the line < slope < maximum uphill slope of the line
- Speed: 0 < speed < max speed of the train
- Deceleration: maximum limits applicable by brake system (linked to limit of forces on the
tracks), contractual limits, operational limits (adjustability, minimum value acceptable),
maximum jerk
- Force: maximum force applicable by brake system dimensioning constraints, maximum
force applicable due to adhesion limits, force availability.
The constraints can be speed dependent.
The kinematic of the train is given by the formulas provided by following formula in case of
constant deceleration in every speed interval:
𝑆 = 𝑉0 t 𝑒𝑞 +
Where
S
𝑉0
t 𝑒𝑞
𝑎𝑛+1
𝑣𝑛
𝑣𝑛+1

𝑣02 −𝑣12
2𝑎1

+

𝑣12 −𝑣22
2𝑎2

+⋯+

𝑣𝑛2
+
2𝑎𝑛+1

: stopping distance
: initial speed
: equivalent time
: deceleration in the speed interval n+1
: initial speed in the speed interval n+1
: final speed in the speed interval n+1

If a linearly variable deceleration is considered the formula can be the following
𝑆 = 𝑉0 t 𝑒𝑞 + (

𝑣1
𝑘1
𝑣0
𝑘1
− 2 ∗ 𝑙𝑛|𝑘1 − 𝑘2 𝑣1 |) − (
− 2 ∗ 𝑙𝑛|𝑘1 − 𝑘2 𝑣0 |)
−𝑘2 𝑘2
−𝑘2 𝑘2

Where
𝑎(𝑣) = 𝑘1 − 𝑘2 ∗ 𝑣
𝑣1 < 𝑣𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣0

6.3.1.2 Brake force types
The brake force is obtained by the single or contemporary application of the 4 types of forces:
- Adhesion dependent dynamic brake
- Adhesion independent dynamic brake
- Adhesion dependent friction brake
- Adhesion independent friction brake
Where adhesion dependent are the forces transmitted to the rail by the wheel
Emergency brake can use all 4 types
Service brake can use the first 3 types
Parking brake can use friction types
The adhesion dependent friction brake force is supposed to be piloted by pneumatic energy
(conventional solution).
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All forces are linked together by dimensioning constraint on:
- Adhesion
- Performances
- Forces
- Energy

6.3.1.3 Brake dimensioning constraints
6.3.1.3.1

Adhesion

The adhesion dependent brakes are linked together by the wheel rail adhesion limits.
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Figure 9 – TSI Adhesion limits

6.3.1.3.2

Service brake performances constraints

The service brake request is a deceleration request (speed regulation), having the following
characteristics:
-

mass independent: at same request same performance with different mass

-

speed dependent: at same request the performance can be different at different
speed

-

slope dependent: at same request different performance with different slope
(optionally independent with slope external information available)

-

failures independent: at same request, same performance achieved in nominal or
degraded condition (until the dimensioning and blending rules permit it)

-

environmental/dissipation condition dependent: at same request, the performances
are different at different environmental/dissipation condition

The service brake performance is then a deceleration, but defined by a range:
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• low deceleration: operational constraint
• high deceleration operational and LCC constr.
For every request of service brake the deceleration shall stay inside a predefined range of
deceleration.
The range is defined by two «parameters», representing the deceleration limits for maximum
service brake request (100%):
•
•

Max Service brake low deceleration
Max Service brake high deceleration
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0
0
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400

[km/h]
Maximum deceleration

Minimum deceleration

Figure 10 –Maximum service brake deceleration range (example)

Intermediate deceleration request limits are defined proportionally.
Force is defined consequently considering the train mass measured
In nominal condition the performances are at the high, if failures happen, the blending logic
maintains the high performances until it is possible by available force, then the deceleration start to
decrease till to reach the low performances. Below the low the train cannot run.
The low deceleration limit can be 0, it is a design choice.

6.3.1.3.3

Emergency brake performances constraints

The emergency brake request is the request to stop the train in a guaranteed stopping distance on
level track. It has the following characteristics:
•

mass independent: the guaranteed stopping distance shall be the same at
different mass of the train

•

speed dependent: the guaranteed stopping distance is different at different
initial speed

•

Slope dependent: the guaranteed stopping distance is different with different
slope
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•

Worst single failure tolerant: the guaranteed stopping distance is fulfilled also
with the worst single failure happening during emergency brake

•

Degraded environmental/dissipation condition independent: the guaranteed
stopping distance is fulfilled also with Degraded environmental/dissipation
condition

The emergency brake performance is then a stopping distance.
The emergency performance is defined by a new braking power concept.
This braking power concept try to join the brake mass percentage concept still often used for train
< 200 km/h and the guaranteed deceleration concept that was introduced to manage high speed
trains.
As the braked mass and the mass of the train define the brake mass percentage which, by formula
on UIC544-1 leaflet, permit to calculate the nominal stopping distance of the train and the ratio
between the braked mass and the mass of the train univocally identify the stopping distance, the
new concept permit to do the same, but using instead of mass and braked mass and brake mass
percentage the following information:
-

Maximum equivalent time
Nominal maximum deceleration
Braking power

The maximum equivalent time is the equivalent time (for definition see 5.3.3.4 of EN14531-1)
coherent with the signaling braking model defining the maximum stopping distance guaranteed by
the train.
The braking power is the ratio between the guaranteed deceleration and the nominal maximum
deceleration.
-

Guaranteed deceleration: deceleration guaranteed by emergency brake according tests
and dimensioning evaluation in following condition.
- on a flat track
- with maximum train mass
- with worst single failure happening during braking and active isolation
- with worst degraded environmental condition/dissipation condition

-

Nominal maximum deceleration: nominal deceleration of the train according tests by the
emergency brake in following condition:
- on a flat track
- with maximum train mass
- without any failure and isolation,
- without degraded environmental condition/dissipation condition

Frunresappl

Fgrappl
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Fbrnom
Fbrappl

Freddegr

The guaranteed deceleration is the deceleration, proportional to the maximum one, which has at
any speed a deceleration value lower than the one measured during test or evaluated by
dimensioning in degraded condition.
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Figure 11 – Guaranteed deceleration

𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑟 = 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝐵𝑟𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
The braking power permit to define the guaranteed stopping distance (emergency performances)
by the formula above mentioned using the below parameters:
• Maximum equivalent time
• Maximum emergency brake deceleration
Braking power is mass independent: it is defined by the «nominal maximum deceleration»
parameter, which is defined at maximum mass. If the brake system has an emergency braking
force control managing the mass, same deceleration is obtained also with minimum mass. If the
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mass is not managed, the deceleration is for sure higher. In both cases the maximum stopping
distances requested are achieved
Braking power is speed independent: it doesn’t change with the speed. The speed dependency
of the performances is given by the «nominal maximum deceleration» parameter.
Braking power is slope independent: the slope information is considered by signalling which
take care of it in its braking model
The braking power is directly linked to the isolation status.
Braking power changes when brake force is permanently isolated.
The braking power calculation is in charge of BSM function, which has under control all type of
brakes forces.
Note 1: it could be also possible to have braking power dynamic definition, based on real brake force
available, but it would be a strong exported requirement to signalling technical system
Note 2: the service brake performance concept and the braking power concept are performance concept
similar to existing ones. This is a consequence of the decision taken to not follow the deceleration closed
loop control technical choice for the reference brake system for the EDV.

6.3.1.3.4

Other constraints on performances

Other dimensioning constraints are considered as well in requirements by proper parameters:
– Maximum Slope
–

Maximum Speed

–

Minimum mass

–

Maximum mass

–

Maximum jerk

–

Maximum deceleration (force limit for the track/passenger safety)

The maximum speed is the maximum speed permitted by the brake system. The value is defined
at dimensioning level, and univocally linked to braking power value:
- in nominal condition nominal maximum train speed is possible;
- with isolation active the speed is limited by energy dissipation constraints.
The speed limitation is demanded to ETCS (which can have braking power or equivalent
information as input).
Failures in the signals of mass, speed and (optionally) slope would not permit to define the braking
force. Further parameters are foreseen:
–

Default train mass

–

Default track slope
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–

Default train speed

The values of above parameter for mass and speed shall be defined by dimensioning/safety
analysis. Track slope has influence only on service brake, so the default value is 0.

6.3.1.3.5

Different brake types forces dimensioning constraints

The dimensioning of the different type of brake defines the maximum force that each of them can
apply.
The maximum force value is a parameter which can be speed dependent (also dissipation
temperature and line voltage dependent for dynamic brake).
It is economically not useful to over dimension the brake system, but it is safe to have a certain
margin on the available force to guarantee the performances.
The general dimensioning principle considered is that the maximum emergency brake force (by
which are obtained the nominal maximum deceleration described in § 6.3.1.3.3) is provided by:
- 100% adhesion independent brakes forces (dynamic and friction)
- 100% adhesion dependent dynamic brake force
- < 100% of the adhesion independent friction brake.
The dimensioning principle considered for adhesion dependent friction brake minimum force is the
following:
- necessary force to reach the emergency brake maximum deceleration with the
contemporary application of 100% of both adhesion independent brakes and the minimum
force guaranteed by the adhesion dependent dynamic brake
The above assumptions are based on following assumption about safety of the different types of
brakes:
- Both adhesion independent brake and adhesion dependent friction brake are considered
safe, i.e inexhaustible as defined in § 6.3.1.4.3.
- Adhesion dependent dynamic brake is considered not safe or only a portion of its maximum
force is safe, the so called minimum force guaranteed.
This is why the sub-function “SB/EB5.4 - Achieved adhesion dependent dynamic
service/emergency brake force” is foreseen: to provide the information necessary to manage the
compensation of eventually missing adhesion dependent dynamic brake force.
If the adhesion dependent dynamic brake guaranteed force is null, the adhesion dependent friction
brake shall apply the whole adhesion dependent force.
The adhesion dependent friction brake force not used in nominal condition (i.e. with 100% of
adhesion dependent dynamic brake force achieved) represents the over-dimensioning.
Considering that the adhesion dependent friction brake is in charge of holding brake, the holding
brake dimensioning force represents the lowest dimensioning value for the adhesion dependent
friction brake force.

6.3.1.3.6

Energy dimensioning constraints
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The energy supply (pneumatic and electric) shall provide the energy to guarantee the braking force
application functions. It means that following parameters shall be defined by dimensioning and
considered in requirements:
-

Minimum pressure

-

Minimum air delivery

-

Minimum Voltage

-

Minimum current

The energy supply shall be limited by the maximum power acceptable by braking force application
functions. Other parameters to be considered:
-

Maximum pressure

-

Maximum air delivery

-

Maximum voltage

-

Maximum current

The friction brake dissipation capacity is part of the dimensioning of energy dissipation devices of
friction brake. No functions are normally considering about energy dissipation control.
An optional function is in any case foreseen, detecting the dissipation temperature (disc and/or
pads temperature), to monitor any deterioration in the capacity of the brake to dissipate the energy
(for example by brake duty cycle above the one considered in dimensioning).
This function is only for service brake, to manage a better deceleration regulation. The brake
dimensioning shall guarantee a safe energy dissipation in emergency.

6.3.1.4 Main safety requirements
The safety requirements are the outcome of the safety analysis. The following ones are the main
safety requirements that are normally considered during design phase, before any safety analysis.
Other requirements are also considered, referring to safety requirements in TSI and EN16185-1
indication.

6.3.1.4.1

Continuity

EN16185 defined the brake system continuity property with the following sentence:
“The brake system shall be continuous: all brakes in the train shall be capable of being applied
from a single control point, normally in the operational cab”
At functional level the continuity is intended as continuity of transmission of the brake request from
actors to the force application sub-functions.
The sub-functions involved in continuity are
SB1/EB1 - Brake request
SB2/EB2 - Brake request transmission
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SB3-SB4/EB3-EB4 – Train brake mass and force calculation are considered part of the force
application sub-functions
The loss of continuity causes an automatic brake application by the service and emergency force
application sub-functions, to avoid that the train cannot be braked.

6.3.1.4.2

Automaticity

EN16185 defined the brake system automaticity property with the following sentence:
“The brake system shall be automatic: each individual brake type or combinations of them shall
operate automatically, i.e. in the event of an unintentional train separation (train integrity lost), the
brakes on the two parts of the train shall apply, bring the train to a standstill and keep it in the same
position until released by other intentional operations.)”
Train integrity information is necessary to manage the train separation. This information could be
assimilated to the continuity information, because a separated train is also a train not continuous.
But a not continuous train could not be separated.
To guarantee an independency between the two functionalities it is preferred to consider the two
information as independent.
When a train is separated, it causes an automatic permanent brake application by the emergency
brake force calculation sub-function EB4, to guarantee the stopping of both train parts and
guaranteed immobilization.

6.3.1.4.3

Inexhaustibility

EN16185 defined the brake system inexhaustibility property with the following sentence:
“The brake system shall be inexhaustible: the braking energy available shall be adequate to attain
full brake force:
–

at all times during the train journey

–

under all track conditions.”

This is obtained by:
-

Proper dimensioning of energy store
Pneumatic pressure and electric voltage monitoring
Pneumatic energy “leakages” limitation (electric energy “leakages are not considered
because guaranteed sufficiently by passive protection, e.g. isolation)

The reaction to a loss of inexhaustibility is a brake application by emergency brake.
The brake application is automatic at adhesion dependent friction brake force application level in
case of loss of electric energy (by EB5.5), it is demanded to BSM in case of loss of pneumatic
energy.
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The inexhaustibility is linked to the safety level of the brake forces. Only if a force is inexhaustible
(the force is available “at all times during the train journey”) its amount can be used in the
guaranteed emergency brake performance calculation. Refer to § 6.3.1.3.3.
They must be always guaranteed. If not the train cannot move.
Note: continuity and inexhaustibility are at the base of the hazard scenario described in §4.2.4.2.2 of TSI.

6.3.1.4.4

Running capability

For running capability is intended
- the capacity of the brake system of the train to guarantee the resistance to the fire for at
least 15 minutes without undue application of the brake due to the fire.
This is obtained by passive protection, giving the proper fire resistance to brake system
components. These requirements are part of the technical requirements, not scope of this
document scope
-

the capacity of brake system to eventually release requested brake application when it is
safer to not stop the train (bridge, tunnel, fire present outside the train, …)
These requirements are part of external technical system which are providing brake
requests (ERTMS/ATP, Vigilance, Passenger Alarm, etc), and are not part of this document
scope

-

The capacity of the brake system to react to automatic brake application due to major fault
(safe state) which could impact the energy dissipation or in general the safe functionality of
the brake system.
This functionality is internal to brake system.
Requirements are defined (see below Safe state), managed by BSM, which permits to
release automatically the service brake and emergency brake when considered necessary

-

The capacity of brake system to enable, by proper voluntary action of the driver, degraded
service and emergency brake request control functions permitting to apply and release the
brake after failure of the main brake request generation and transmission functions
(generally known as back-up brake or depannage mode).
The sub-functions BSM2.1.2 and BSM2.2.2 are dedicated to this
Requirements about these functionality by BSM are not developed because not in the
scope of EDV.

6.3.1.4.5

Major fault

A major fault is a fault which consequence can be a brake performances (as intended at §
6.3.1.3.2 and 6.3.1.3.3) lower than expected or impact the safety of the train.
Any fault which has not the major fault characteristics is a minor fault

6.3.1.4.6

Safe state

Every major fault can generate a different reaction by the brake system
The reaction is managed at train level (BSM) and at force application level.
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The train level has a higher priority, because shall be able to recover unsafe situation provided by
force application functions major faults.
The reaction by BSM can be apply emergency brake or service brake or reduce the speed or
release the brake which is applied due to major fault.
The definition is part of the safety analysis. In the requirements the reaction to major fault is
generally not specified.
A remote release function is provided in service brake and emergency brake isolation subfunctions, allowing BSM remote release command to take the control of the brake force in failure.
The BSM command effect is then enabled only by the presence of a major fault.
Emergency brake remote release is enabled only if:
-

there is not emergency brake: in emergency brake has no sense not using the force
eventually automatically applied due to major fault.

-

for one major fault only: the guaranteed emergency performances are single fault tolerant
and the remote release on more than one fault would put the train in a condition to have no
more the performance guaranteed.

When any type of brake force application has lost its control its own safe state shall be applied,
where the definition of the safe state depends from the type of force (if it is simple to apply a force
without control) and the consequence of the safe state application.
The safe state of adhesion dependent friction brake control is the brake application because
priority is given to the apply condition being present the remote release and the force application is
pneumatically piloted, so it is simple to be applied automatically. The automatic application is done
by SB/EB5.5.2.1.1 functions.
The concept of remote release covers the need to satisfy the train safety requirement of running
capability, because it allow to release undue brake application due to major fault.
The remote release cannot remove the request of brake, but only the application of force applied
consequently to a major fault.
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6.3.2 System, main functions and sub-functions requirements definition
For the definition of the requirements a top down process is again applied, starting from Brake
system functional requirements and propagating them to the main functions and from there to the
sub-functions.
BS - Brake system

SB-Service brake

SB1

SB2

SBn

SB3-SB4-SB5SB7-SB9SB10

EB- Emergency
Brake

SB12 EB1

EDV

EB2

EBn

PB-Parking brake

EB12

PB1

EB3-EB4-EB5EB9-EB10

BSM-Brake system
management

BSM1

ABT-Automatic
brake test

BSM2

BSM2.1.1

ABT

BSM2.2.1

Each sub-function name synthetize the general requirement of the sub-function.
The first requirement is then describing it in a more extensive way. The following ones propagate
the consequence of:
-

the first requirements
standards/norms requirements considered relevant
basic concept above described (physics, dimensioning, safety)
other requirements at upper level which has to be propagated to the lower one
other sub-functions requirements which output information have an impact on the
functionality

a) Service brake main requirements:
The service brake shall apply an adjustable deceleration to the train proportional to the request
received by actors or brake system internal function BSM with the following goals:
- Reduce the speed of the train
- Maintain the speed of the train on a slope
- Immobilize temporary the train
Service brake is enabled by BSM, if brake configuration is successful and only one driver’s desk is
enabled.
In case of “undue” service brake request the only way to remove the service brake request is to
activate the degraded mode by BSM, which requirements are not developed (an example can be
the activation of back-up brake controller).
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b) Emergency brake main requirements:
The emergency brake is the system function used by the users and technical systems (actors) to
apply predefined retarding force to the track (directly or by the wheelset) with the following goal:
-

to stop the train in the guaranteed stopping distance

Emergency brake function is always active with train power on (because it is the main safety
related brake function)
Emergency brake can be released only if the request is removed (the emergency brake request
has the highest priority). In case of “undue” emergency brake request the only way to remove the
emergency request is to activate the degraded mode by BSM, which requirements are not
developed (an example of emergency brake degraded mode on conventional train is safety loop
bypass in case of safety loop major fault).
Service and Emergency brake are managed as autonomous functions, each of them with their
proper requirements and dedicated information. This guarantees the functions independency.
The only constraints fixed are:
Service brake deceleration shall be lower of Emergency brake deceleration at any speed
Service brake force shall not be applied in case emergency brake force is applied

6.3.2.1 Brake request functions (SB1/EB1)
The service brake demand is a provided by all actors and transformed into a request.
The service brake request is the maximum request among the ones received by actors.
The service brake request to brake force application functions is a percentage of maximum
deceleration request.
The reasons are
•

Clear and friendly user identification of the request level

•

One single request for the whole speed range (the differences in deceleration request with
the speed are managed by the maximum deceleration request parameter)

The requirements suppose that the brake request and traction request are provided by the same
information, to have an interlock between traction and brake. As alternative independent signals
can be considered. In this case a logic to manage contemporary traction and brake request has to
be defined.
The user provides also the train direction information to brake system for roll back protection
function done by holding brake.
The emergency brake demand is an on/off information by different actors.
The emergency brake request is the OR of any demand.
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6.3.2.2 Brake request transmission (SB2/EB2)
This sub-function has the main goal to represent the link between brake request and brake
application, taking in charge the continuity property of the brake request.

6.3.2.3 Train mass calculation (SB3/EB3)
This function provides to any train function the mass of the train (and equivalent mass).
The mass calculation is done elaborating information coming from the bogie about car body load
and adding relevant predefined mass of bogie (and rotating mass to have equivalent mass).
The acquisition of the load is done when the doors are closed or when the speed goes above 3
km/h.
This function is in charge to fix default nominal mass in case of not valid input information of the
load of the car body.

6.3.2.4 Brake force calculation (SB4/EB4)
This function is the link between the brake request and the brake force application.
It transforms the deceleration request into a nominal force to be applied at the train, via the mass,
speed, slope (optional) information and the evaluation of the running resistance external force.
For the service brake it calculates the maximum and minimum force to be applied to define the
range of acceptable forces which represent the nominal performances.
In emergency brake it is always requested the force necessary to obtain the deceleration of the
maximum braking power (no isolation active). It is the blending function which will manage the
force limitation due to isolation (by availability information) and will manage the adhesion limits.
Isolations can have different impact on emergency performances depending from the mass: in
case of isolation present the available forces could guarantee the maximum retardation at lower
mass.
The sub-function is in charge to fix default nominal force in case of not valid input information of
mass, speed and slope to have always a brake force definition.
It is also in charge to guarantee the reaction to the loss of continuity of service brake.
The reaction to the loss of train integrity is an emergency brake function.

6.3.2.5 Blending (SB5/EB5)
Blending function shall apply the train braking force requested by SB4/EB4 by the 4 types (3 in
service) of braking forces.
The different type of forces applied shall be always coherent, their sum shall fit with the train
nominal force request.
This is done by the availability information management (SB/EB5.1) and by defining a priority in
applying the forces (SB/EB5.2).
A not valid availability information can generate a not defined situation, with consequent not
coherent force distribution and lost control of the train braking force application. A major fault is
generated in case of not valid availability information and in case of not valid information both
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sender and receiver shall adopt the same default availability status information, so that blending
rules remain coherent.
The brake system base concepts constraints are considered, which means to consider:
- Limit of the forces to the maximum according dimensioning (including tolerances)
- Limit of the adhesion dependent forces to not overcome the maximum adhesion
- Guarantee the minimum performance by management of the failures
Nominal dimensioning of the system permit to have the expected performances without reaching
the adhesion limits.
Blending logics can be managed by:
- a central function controlling all type of brakes
- the functions controlling each type of brake, each of them implementing the same blending
logic, to have coherent force distribution.
Second option is considered.
The reason is to have the maximum number of functionality inside EDV. This was also the driving
principle in defining the sub-functions in charge of EDV.
The failure management is done considering that the failures of the not safe type of force
(adhesion dependent dynamic brake) is compensated by adhesion dependent friction brake force.
The compensation of the failure of dynamic brake is done in functions SB/EB5.3.2.1, using the
information of achieved adhesion dependent dynamic brake information by SB/EB5.4.
Note: In a conventional direct brake system the output of functions SB/EB5.3.2.1 is the output pressure of
EP-module piloting the relay valve.

The functions SB/EB5.5 generate the braking force to the rail.
“SB/EB5.5.2.1 Adhesion dependent friction brake force generation” functions are split in two parts
to permit the integration of the LAM sub-function, which scope is to reduce or hold the brake force
to avoid sliding.
SB/EB5.5.2.1.1 generate a pilot command to “SB/EB5.5.2.1.2 Adhesion dependent friction brake
force application” which effect, without LAM intervention, is the application at the train of the
requested force. In case of sliding the LAM function reduce the pilot command and the applied
force is reduced. The force is increased of the amount necessary to brake the rotating mass (see
§6.3.1.1).
The feedback of achieved dynamic brake force gives the priority to dynamic brake in braking the
rotating mass. Considering that dynamic brake is braking the rotating mass as well (same
functionalities are supposed eve if requirement are not written), the achieved force read by
SB/EB5.4 will be higher than the nominal one, so the friction brake force is reduced of the same
amount, which means that the rotating mass are braked by dynamic brake.
The SB5.5.2.1.1 function has also the goal to monitor the energy supply and the force applied, in
order to generate the major faults in case of situation out of the dimensioning tolerances or
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functionalities. Dragging brake monitoring and safe state automatic brake force application (see §
6.3.1.4.6) is done by this function.
Note: In a conventional brake system the output of functions SB/EB5.5.2.1.1 is the output pressure of relay
valve and the SB/EB5.5.2.1.2 function is done by the cylinder. In between there is the LAM1 function which
is wheel slide protection.

6.3.2.5.1

Service brake

The SB5 sub-functions have following sources of service brake force request:
- Train brake nominal force received by SB4
- Holding brake request by SB7
- Major faults reaction by the sub-functions itself
- service brake not enabled status: in this case a predefined brake force is applied.
The availability of each type of service brake force is defined by elaborating following information:
- the isolation status (permanent isolation),
- the remote release status
- the dimensioning constraints parameters (maximum forces)
- the train speed received by Odometry.
- the actual dissipation capacity (optional, temperature detected by dissipation monitoring
functions)
Taking in account the remote release status information, the blending logic automatically
increase the request to other following force types and the deceleration request for service
brake can be fully achieved, also in case of more than one failures.
The train speed is necessary to follow the speed dependency of the maximum deceleration
parameter described in §6.3.1.3.2.
The minimum service brake performances shall be guaranteed by adhesion dependent brake only
(dynamic and friction ). They are the two types of forces always present on conventional train. It
take in account also the possibility that the adhesion independent dynamic service brake force
could be inhibited in certain part of the lines to avoid overheating of the track (for example if all
trains brake on the same point).
If the minimum pneumatic energy supply pressure is not achieved the availability of adhesion
dependent friction service brake is set to the minimum value permitted. It is given priority to the
availability of the brake (the inexhaustibility is supposed to be guaranteed by emergency brake).
Even if there is the possibility that the service brake is not able to stay in the range defined by the
brake request, considering that the adhesion dependent friction brake is the last type of brake to be
applied, a limitation of its availability could have no effect. The fixing of the availability to the
minimum force permit to continue the management of the blending by all type of forces inside the
expected values, and only in the moment that the performances goes out of the expected range an
impact of the train operation can happen.
The blending logics can be several (see EN16185 §5.9.1). In requirements following logic is
considered:
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-

the priority is given to dynamic brake and then to friction brakes: LCC benefit because
dynamic brake are wear-less
 Inside dynamic brakes, the first priority is given to adhesion dependent brake
because it is a regenerative brake, transforming the kinetic energy in electric energy
(LCC benefit).
 Inside friction brakes, the adhesion dependent brake only is used, in line with
conventional solution (there is not operational and economic benefit to use adhesion
independent brake in service)

The function SB5.2 defines the brake nominal force for every type of brake starting from SB4 train
force request.
The function “SB5.3.2.1 Adhesion dependent friction brake force request” consider in addition to
the output of SB5.2 the holding brake request, manage the fading between traction and brake at
train start and manage adhesion dependent dynamic brake failure.

6.3.2.5.2

Emergency brake

The emergency brake application sub-functions can have following sources of emergency brake
force request:
- Train brake nominal force received by EB4
- Major faults reaction by application functions: generally not defined in requirements, except
certain cases
The availability of each type of service brake force is defined by elaborating following information:
- the isolation status (permanent isolation),
- the dimensioning constraints (maximum forces),
- the train speed.
The remote release information is NOT considered. The guaranteed emergency performances are
defined by the braking power (see §6.3.1.3.3), which is defined by permanent isolation status. If
remote release status information would be considered in availability calculation, an additional
limitation to the force would be introduced respect the ones considered by braking power and a
lower nominal brake force would be requested. But the guaranteed performances are obtained if
the dimensioning nominal force is requested.
To avoid this incoherence between brake force availability and braking power, remote release
status is considered and only one major fault is allowed to use the remote release in emergency
brake (if two remote release are active the train exit from the condition of single fault tolerance).
The availability of adhesion dependent friction brake force is set to 0 if the minimum pneumatic
energy supply pressure is not achieved (inexhaustibility). This situation generates also a major
fault. The application of the failed force is then inhibited in case of low pressure. The emergency
brake is single fault tolerant; the missing application of force due to low pressure is then a single
failure, which is already considered in guaranteed performances. It is preferred not to introduce an
availability value that is not possible to guarantee.
The blending logics of EB5.2 is:
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-

The first priority is given to adhesion independent brake and then to adhesion dependent: in
emergency the performances are more important than LCC.
Inside both adhesion independent and dependent brake, the first priority is given to
dynamic brake because it is regenerative and/or wears-less (LCC benefit).

6.3.2.6 Energy store (SB6/EB6)
These functions provide for a sufficient time to SB/EB the pneumatic and electric energy to permit
the correct regulation of service brake force by different types of brakes.
As general approach it is supposed that all the type of brake force need both type of energy, even
if in the reality not all are using pneumatic energy to control or apply the brake force.
The requirements are all dimensioning one because they are the voltage/current/pressure/air flow
maximum and minimum limits and storing capacity to fulfill the dimensioning constraints of different
type of force and the inexhaustibility requirements.

6.3.2.7 Holding brake (SB7)/Braking power calculation (EB7)
6.3.2.7.1

Holding brake (SB7)

The holding brake is the temporary immobilisation brake. It is applied automatically by adhesion
dependent friction brake. For this reason is one of the EDV sub-functions
The holding brake function generates the holding brake request signal. The application and release
of the holding brake force is in charge of the function SB5.3.2.1.
The holding brake force definition consider the maximum mass to be immobilized because the train
mass can change during the immobilisation.
It is activated automatically when the train stop and released when the door are closed and locked
and the traction is activated.
Considering that not always traction is inhibited when doors are not closed and locked, in
alternative to the door closed and locked signal the release is possible when the speed is greater
than 0 in the correct train direction.
It is possible for the driver to inhibit the holding brake function via BSM2.1.2 sub-function.
Holding brake has the optional functionality of roll back protection: in case the train roll back an
automatic predefined brake force is applied (for example emergency brake force). This requires the
detection of the wheel rotation direction

6.3.2.7.2

Braking power calculation (EB7)

EB7 calculate the train braking power based on dimensioning and permanent isolation status of
different types of brakes
This sub-function is a central function, so is in charge of BSM main function (it could be included in
BSM, like ABT, see below § 6.3.2.16).
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6.3.2.8 Traction cut-off (SB8/EB8)
Traction cut off is a function demanded to other system then brake system:
-

TCMS
Traction system

The brake system provides to this function the brake request, which is the trigger for traction cut
off.

6.3.2.9 State and fault detection and indication (SB9/EB9)
6.3.2.9.1

Service brake

The service brake function has following level of states:
- Train level
o Applied or released
- Brake request level (SB1 and SB2)
o Enabled/Disabled
o Nominal: no major fault active on SB1 andSB2
o Faulty: SB1 or/and SB2 sub-functions major fault active (continuity lost)
o Degraded: in case the driver enabled the degraded mode (see §.0)
- Brake application level (SB5)
For every type of brake
 Applied or Released
 Faulty: any major fault active
 Isolated: percentage of the maximum force which is not available (due to
remote OR permanent isolation).

6.3.2.9.2

Emergency brake

The emergency brake function has following level of states:
- Train level
o Applied or released
- Brake request level
o Nominal: no major fault active on EB1/EB2
o Faulty: EB1 or/and EB2 sub-functions major fault (continuity lost)
o Degraded: in case the driver enabled the degraded mode (see also §.0).
- Brake application level
For every type of brake
 Applied or Released
 Faulty: any major fault active
 Isolated: percentage of the maximum force which is not available (due to
permanent isolation only)
The brake load calculation SB3/EB3 sub-functions have following states:
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o
o

6.3.2.10

Enabled/Disabled: the load calculation is enabled if the service brake system is
correctly initialized and no major faults are present on SB3/EB3 sub-functions
Faulty: any major fault on SB3/EB3

Isolation (SB10, EB10)

There are two types of isolation:
-

permanent isolation: voluntary action by the driver, removing the braking energy
permanently

-

remote release: automatic action by BSM2.1.1 (service brake) or BSM2.2.1 (emergency
brake) removing the force applied due to major fault

SB10 and EB10 provide the actuation of both type of isolation, each one for its own function.
The command of remote release is in charge of BSM, the command of permanent release can be
manual or electrical. In case of electrical a further function is required to BSM: to receive the
permanent isolation demand by the driver and command the permanent isolation execution to
SB10/EB10.
Only permanent isolation is considered in braking power calculation and emergency brake force
availability calculation.
Both permanent isolation and remote release is considered in service brake force availability
calculation
This function provide the permanent isolation status to diagnostic and other functions using it
(blending), while the remote release status is provided by BSM.

6.3.2.11

Energy supply (SB11/EB11)

The energy supply is intended as the portion of the train technical systems supplying electric and
pneumatic energy supplying the energy to brake system. Practically these are functions of external
technical system (Air supply production and distribution, Battery charger and low voltage energy
distribution)
They supply of energy the energy stores described in 6.3.2.6.
These sub-functions have no impacts on the scope, so no requirements are defined.

6.3.2.12

Kinetic energy transformation (SB12/EB12)

The adhesion dependent friction brakes use the friction as physical phenomena to transform the
kinetic energy into thermal energy. This transformation is a thermodynamic transformation
fundamental for the generation of the brake force, but not involving EDV.
Requirements about these functionality are then limited to the minimum.
The few requirements present regards the optional function to detect the temperature generated by
the dissipation (see §6.3.1.3.6).
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6.3.2.13

Wheel slide protection (LAM1)

The wheel slide protection is a sub-function of both SB and EB.
It operates on the force generation process, with the characteristics that it can only hold or reduce
the brake force applied by SB and EB. WSP cannot increase the nominal force applied by the EB
and SB.
The effect of WSP intervention on brake system dimensioning is inside the guaranteed stopping
distance concept described in § 6.3.1.3.3 (degradation of performances due to environmental
condition).
Wheel slide protection requirements are defined taking in account the state of art represented by
TSI, EN16185-1, EN15734-1 and EN15595.
It is supposed that the WSP shall define autonomously the train reference speed even if a train
speed signal is provided by Odometry system to adopt the most proper logics in building the signal
(low speed safer).
Wheel slide protection requirements are managed on a separate table. The single requirements
input/output information are not specified.

6.3.2.14

Parking brake (PB)

Parking brake requirements are not developed because not in the scope.

6.3.2.15

Brake system management (BSM)

6.3.2.15.1

Train topology and brake system integrity (BSM1)

BSM1 sub-function manages the Brake System initialization and configuration at train power up or
coupling/uncoupling.
The brake system integrity is detected by the collection of the self-test results done by each main
function. The function checks the consistency between the brake configuration detected by selftest results and train configuration received by TCMS. If it is coherent, it enables the service brake.

6.3.2.15.2

Brake operating mode management (BSM2)

The requirements of this sub-function are defined developing the requirement of the service and
emergency brake ones. Every time a control/monitoring by a central train function is necessary to
manage fault or degraded condition a BSM2 function has been defined (see previous chapters).
Several functions are related to remote release (see § 6.3.1.4.5.)
BSM2 monitor the correct release in independent way from SB5/EB5 because it releases and reapplies the brake by its own command
BSM2 optionally provides permanent isolation remote command (in the case SB10 and/or EB10
have the functionality of electrical permanent isolation).

6.3.2.16

Automatic brake test (ABT)

ABT requirements are not developed because not in the scope. The only requirements are about
WSP test start command to be provided to LAM sub-function to perform the WSP test during ABT
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ABT requirements are defined by safety analysis.
Note: ABT could be a sub-function of BSM

6.4 REQUIREMENTS TABLE

EDV system
requirements_rev10.xlsx
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7 OUTLOOK

7.1 FURTHER USE OF DOCUMENT RESULTS IN WP5
The set of requirements in charge of the EDV developed in this document, joint with the safety
analysis requirements developed in task “T5.3 – Assessment”, permit to identify the interfaces and
functional constraints to be considered in the EDV sub-system specification scope of first phase
(collaborative) of task “T5.4 - Sub System HW&SW Design and feasibility”. The EDV sub-system
specification will become the reference document for the development of the demonstrator during
the second phase (competitive) of task T5.4.

7.2 REQUIREMENTS OF FUTURE BRAKE SYSTEM FUNCTIONS TO
TCN/TCMS/TRACTION
Here below the interface information and the sub-functions which shall be in charge of
TCN/TCMS/Traction are listed based on requirements in the excel table. The list is not
comprehensive of the information and requirements linked to main functions or sub-functions not
involving directly EDV, like Parking brake and Automatic Brake Test, or interface information with
control units managing the other types of brake force. A detailed view can be available by filtering
the data inside the excel table. By filters can be sorted also requirements addressed to other
technical systems.

7.2.1 TCN
TCN is expected to be in charge of following necessary brake system sub-functions:
-

SB2, EB2

Brake request transmission

-

LAM2.2

Adhesion improvement manual request transmission

These sub-functions are expected to be in charge of the Ethernet protocol based
communication network in definition by WP1 to WP4. The necessary safety integrity level of
the communication is defined by D5.3.

Of course TCN is also responsible of the transmission among EDVs and among EDVs and all
other technical system connected to the TCN of all the interface information defined in the
requirements table, which safety integrity level can be defined by safety analysis.

7.2.2 TCMS
TCMS is expected to be in charge of following information inside the brake system functional
structure described by the requirements:
-

Req. SB.4/EB.4:

Service and emergency brake request by TCMS

-

Req. BSM1.3:

Train configuration
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-

Req. BSM1.10:

Driver Desk enabled

-

Req. BS.53: Train Integrity

7.2.3 Traction
Traction is expected to be in charge of following necessary brake system sub-functions:
-

SB5.1.1.1/EB5.1.1.1 Adhesion dependent dynamic brake availability

-

SB5.2.1.1/EB5.2.1.1 Adhesion dependent dynamic brake force calculation

-

SB5.3.1.1/EB5.3.1.1 Adhesion dependent dynamic brake force request

-

SB5.4/EB5.4

-

SB5.5.1.1/EB5.5.1.1 Adhesion dependent dynamic brake force request

-

SB8/EB8

Traction cut off

-

SB9.2/EB9.2
indication

Adhesion dependent dynamic brake state and fault detection and

-

SB10.1/EB10.2

Adhesion dependent dynamic brake isolation
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8 CONCLUSIONS
Following result are achieved:
-

A general brake system functional structure is defined including the possibilities given by
the innovative functionalities of the EDV, providing the advantages described in § 0

-

The sub-functions of EDV are identified and are the base for the functional requirements
definition

-

A top down process has been put in place able to propagate the initial functionality
expected by brake system (reduce or maintain the speed and stop the train in predefined
stopping distances) to the EDV sub-functions of brake system, guaranteeing a coherent
definition of the EDV requirements (requirements of EDV derived from a general brake
system functional “model”)

-

An exhaustive set of functional requirements are defined for the control performed by EDV
of the adhesion dependent friction brake force, taking care of the norms and standard and
justifying the different choices.

-

Clear interface are defined between the sub-functions in charge of EDV and the other subfunctions of brake system or of the technical system involved in brake system functionality

-

Exported requirements to other sub-functions and technical system are clearly identified

The complete set of requirements cover not all the possible brake system functional models able to
use the improved functionalities of the EDV, but the functional model is as much as possible open
to the largest number of brake system architectures.
The set of requirements, joint with the safety requirements which are identified by D5.3, permit to
develop the EDV architecture and technical solution.
The implementation of the whole brake system functional model described by this document
requires the implementation of the other brake system sub-functions, in accordance with the
exported requirements and safety requirements coming from the brake system safety analysis.
This is not in the goals of WP5.
The most relevant exported requirements, having evident impact with safety, are:
-

Sub-functions EB1: emergency brake request

-

Sub-functions EB2: (continuous) information transmission of emergency brake request

-

Sub-function EB5.4: information of the achieved adhesion dependent dynamic brake force
(or, in alternative, safe availability information by sub-function EB5.1.1.1)

-

Req. BS.53: Information of train integrity

-

Sub-functions SB6/EB6: Energy store and distribution (electric and pneumatic)

-

Sub-functions BSM2.2: emergency brake major fault management

-

Sub-functions BSM2.2: information of remote release command

Further safety relevant exported information and requirements can be identified by safety analysis.
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This deliverable cover and conclude the activity of Task 5.2 of CTA WP5. Contents are in line with
the expected, stated in the CTA grant agreement.
The contents provide quantitative and qualitative evaluations of the advantages provided by the
innovative solution object of the document (EDV) and define a complete functional structure of the
brake system able to cover all the functionalities expected by different types of brakes.
Detailed requirements of the functionalities related to the adhesion dependent friction brake,
controlled by EDV, and interfaces are defined.
Requirements are addressed to EDV and to external technical system.
References to European standard and norms are traced.
Even if the content have been revised by all participants, in the next task eventual updating and
correction can be introduced.
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